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1. Introduction
1. SEA is a requirement of the EC Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of
certain plans on the environment. It is implemented in England through the
‘Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004’
2. The objective of the ‘SEA Directive’ is: ‘To provide for a high level of protection to
the environment and to contribute to the integration of environmental
considerations into the preparation and adoption of the plans ….with a view to
promoting sustainable development.’
3. The requirement for an SEA emerges from Schedule 10, paragraph 8(2)(f) of the
Localism Act which states that a draft Neighbourhood Order or Plan ‘meets the
basic conditions if the making of the order, or granting of the plan, does not
breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU obligations’. In this case, the
relevant EU obligations are represented by the SEA Directive.
4. This SEA report is in accordance with Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) Regulations and shows that the Langham Neighbourhood Plan has been
prepared with full consideration of, and minimal impact on, the environment of
Langham – economic, historic, ecological and community. It also demonstrates
that each Policy has been developed with a long term, sustainable outcome in
mind.
5. In accordance with European and National legislation Neighbourhood Plans
must be subject to a sustainability appraisal for consultation with environmental
bodies and other relevant stakeholders, particularly where the plan may have a
positive or negative effect on the environment.
6. Sustainable Development is about ensuring a better quality of life for everyone,
now and for generations to come. It is about considering the long-term
environmental, social and economic issues and impacts in an integrated and
balanced way. The UK Government has set five guiding principles to achieve the
sustainable development purpose. These principles form the basis for policy in
the UK and are as follows:
i. Living within Environmental limits
ii. Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
iii. Building a strong, stable and sustainable economy
iv. Promoting good governance
v. Using sound science responsibly

The Screening Report
7. This report was produced , along with the first full draft of the LNP and the key
agencies that were consulted. Only Historic England came back with some
concerns about the Plan and so Rutland County Council instructed the LNP
group to produce a Sustainability Scoping Report.
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The Scoping Report
8. This Scoping Report was developed, by the Langham Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group, in accordance with government guidance for undertaking an
SEA and in compliance with the SEA Directive.
9. According to the guidance, the complete process has five stages resulting in the
Environmental Report. Each stage comprises a number of subsidiary tasks that
will identify and address the sustainability issues within Langham Parish (see
Table 1).
10. The Langham Neighbourhood Plan objectives are in compliance with the
Strategic Objectives of the Core Strategy of Rutland County Council, and
consistent with local and national planning policy, while taking into account the
local circumstances and needs of the parish of Langham.
11. The SEA Scoping Report was the subject of consultation with Rutland County
Council, the two local Environment Agencies, Natural England and Historic
England and their responses are detailed in Support Document SD2d (this
response comprised ‘no comment’ from four agencies and only one
Environment Agency offering two requests for re-wording which has been
included in the final LNP)
12. The Langham Neighbourhood Plan Group produced their SEA Scoping Report
and sent it to the appropriate bodies for the statutory 3-week consultation on
22nd April 2016.

The SEA Report
13. Having heard back from the five bodies (see point 11 above) that were
consulted on the SEA Scoping Report, this SEA report has been produced – to
comply with Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Regulations emerging
from EC Directive 2001/42/EC, and to respond to comments received from the
five consulted bodies.
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2. Langham Neighbourhood Plan (LNP)
1. The Langham Neighbourhood Plan area is shown in Figure 1 and is contiguous
with the Langham parish boundary.

Figure 1: Langham Neighbourhood Plan – Official Area covered

2. The Plan calls for protection from development for the land that separates
Langham Village and The Barleythorpe and Oakham North boundaries – The
Green Separation Zone.

6
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Figure 2: LNP – Showing the proposed Green Separation Zone

3. Furthermore, Important Green Spaces (designated by Rutland County Council
[RCC]) within the Planned Limits of Development of Langham Village are also
protected in the Plan – with additional protection called for where biodiversity
would benefit.

Figure 3: LNP – showing protected Important Open Spaces

4. Six specific sites were identified in the Plan where development of housing
would be acceptable to the community. Three of the sites fall within the Planned
Limits of Development (PLD) and are covered by RCC’s Sustainability
Assessment (they are labeled LNP01, LNP02 and LNP03). However, three of
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these sites fall outside the PLD (labeled LNP04, LNP06 and LNP14), so extra
work was done to ensure flooding, rights of way, natural habitats, landscape,
historic value etc. would not be compromised in any way. This report pays
particular attention to these three sites.

Figure 4: LNP – showing proposed sites for development.
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3. LNP – The Methodology (this is detailed in Support
Documents SD2, 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d)
1. The job of preparing the plan is led by members of Langham Parish Council with
a small group of residents comprising a Steering Group and a number of
Working/Focus Groups. Many other residents have assisted in research, data
capture, data analysis and so on to ensure that the final plan is the work of a
cross section of the community.
2. The process started with a consultation workshop in July 2014 where
information was gathered to help a detailed survey/questionnaire.
3. In October 2014 this survey was then sent to every member of the community
(including land owners and business owners living outside the parish and,
where possible, children in Langham). The results of this survey informed the
direction , the Vision and the main themes of the Plan. (This questionnaire and
the results are detailed in Support Document SD2)
4. The results of the survey, and the resulting SWOT analysis, were shared with
the community at a public meeting – via presentation, Q&A session and display
boards
5. There have been regular public consultations throughout the preparation of the
plan and these are detailed in Support Document SD2a.
6. Further consultation workshops were held in June 2015, September 2015 and
February 2016 to ensure the Plan evolved to reflect as accurately as possible the
community aspirations, the local and national policies and the national and
international legal requirements – as well as looking at sustainable growth for
Langham.
7. All of these meetings and workshops are catalogued in Support Documents SD2,
2a, 2b, 2c and 2d which are part of the LNP (See Table 3)
8. Changes made to the objectives of the Plan were also made in response to
comments received. These are detailed in Appendix 1.
9. Throughout the development of the LNP, every effort was made to include
landowners and business owners in all consultations and public meetings. A list
was generated of all landowners (39 in total)– including those who did not live
within Langham Parish (3) and this list was used to ensure they were consulted
and informed throughout. A list of their names and addresses is available, but it
is not felt appropriate to publish it here.
10. The LanghaminRutland website and Langham News have been used throughout
to keep the public appraised of progress and key stages .
11. Information thus gained has enabled the environmental, social and economic
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issues facing Langham to be established and addressed within the LNP.
12. At a more local level, the Langham Village Design Statement, which has, since
2002, guided planning decisions for the Conservation Village of Langham, has
been updated and incorporated into the LNP.
13. Copies of the draft plan were also sent to a number of stakeholders (see Table 1)
and their views sought. Whilst responses were received from a few – all such
responses stated satisfaction with the Plan.

Table 1: Stakeholders consulted by LNP Group
Stakeholder
Parish Councils

Contact Details

Whissendine
Burley
Ashwell
Barleythorpe
Knossington &
Cold Overton
Langham Parish
Council

Severn Trent
Anglian Water
CPRE
Highways Agency
Rights of Way
Homes &
Community
Agency

Julian Lessey
Stuart Crook

Jen.lacey@btinternet.com
M Towl, Glebe Farm, Burley
Sharnett39@gmail.com
via County Councillor
RGale@rutland.gov.uk
Alice.cox219@btinternet.com
Helen.duckering@hotmail.com
growth.development@severntrent.co.uk
planningliaison@anglianwater.co.uk
carolyn200@btinternet.com
spatialplanningem@highways.gsi.gov.uk
scrook@rutland.gov.uk
Christine.Seaton@hca.gsi.gov.uk

14. The last group of people whose views were sought are the officially recognized
bodies who views satisfy the EC Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of
certain plans on the environment that is implemented in England through the
‘Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004’ (See
Table 2).

Table 2:
the LNP.

Official Bodies Consulted at key stages of the development of

Official Consulted Body
Natural England
The Environment Agency
Historic England
National Health Service
Rutland County Council

E-mail Address.
consultation@naturalengland.org.uk
planningkettering@environment-agency.gov.uk
richard.kisby@environment-agency.gov.uk
Claire.searson@historicengland.org.uk
tim.sacks@eastleicestershireandrutlandccg.nhs.uk
sbaker@rutland.gov.uk
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15. The Langham Neighbourhood Plan comprises one main document with 19

Support Documents (SD) and two Supplementary Pages (SP) (see table 3). This

report references all of these documents, indicating where evidence for all decisions
and policies in the LNP can be found.
16. These Support Documents have been summarized to produce the final Langham
Neighbourhood Plan. It is intended, therefore, that the main Plan (the Langham
Neighbourhood plan, or LNP) should be read in conjunction with all of the Support
Documents as signposted throughout the LNP.

17. In the Appendices of this report, some of the most relevant data from these support
documents (SDs) are reproduced.

Table 3: Support Documents & Evidence Base for LNP
Support
Doc
SD1
SD2
SD2a
SD2b
SD2c
SD3
SD4
SD4a
SD5
SD6
SD7
•

SP7

•

SP9

SD8
SD9
SD11
SD12a
SD12b
SD12c
SD13
SD14

The Evidence it Provides
Summary of Policies, Proposals & Community Actions
Public Consultation Ch. 1&2 May 2013 – June 2014 May
Public Consultation Ch. 3&4 July 2014 – October 2015
Public Consultation Ch. 5 December 2014 on
Public Consultation Ch. 6 Summary of Amendments
Key Issues
Housing & Renewal
Site Allocation
Public Safety & Services
Cultural Heritage
Natural Environment
Natural Environment – additional evidence
Education & Development
Community & Economy
Community & Economy – additional evidence
National and Local Policies – what guided the LNP
SEA Screening Report
SEA Scoping Report
SEA Report (this report)
Basic Conditions Statement
Maps of Langham from all documents

17. In order to produce the SEA reports (Screening, Scoping and Main Report) the
five key stages were followed according to the detail below (Table 4)
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Work Requirements for the Strategic Environmental Assessment

Setting the context and objectives, establishing the baseline and
deciding on the scope
Stage
1

2

Identify links to
other relevant
plans, programmes
and sustainability
objectives
Collect baseline/
environmental data.

3

Identify
sustainability
issues/problems

4

Developing the
SEA

5

Consulting on the
SEA scope

Tasks

Key Outputs

Defines how the plan is affected by
outside factors & suggests ideas for
how any constraints can be addressed.

Assessment of
requirements of SEA/
collection and
evaluation of key
datasets

Provision of an evidence base for
sustainability issues, effects prediction
and monitoring
Used to focus the SEA and streamline
the subsequent phases, including
baseline information analysis, setting of
the SEA Framework, prediction of
effects and monitoring
A process to enable the sustainability
of the Plan to be appraised

Carried out with statutory bodies and
other relevant organisations with social,
environmental or economic
responsibilities to ensure the appraisal
covers the key sustainability issues.

12

Assessment of
requirements of SEA

SEA Framework
consisting of
Sustainability
Objectives based
upon National,
Regional and Local
issues.
Revisions to
Sustainability
Framework
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4. Policy Context
1. This section provides a summary review of the policy context relevant for the
Neighbourhood Plan. Starting at the international level and working down in scale,
this covers the key policies that the Langham Neighbourhood Plan should adhere to
or consider.
2. Whilst it is common sense to ensure the Plan and SEA review these requirements, it
is also a requirement of the SEA Directive which states that the Environmental
Report should include:
. ‘…an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan and
relationships with other relevant plans and programmes’
i. ‘…the environmental protection objectives. Established at international
‘Community’ or ‘Member State’ level, which are relevant to the plan
and the way those objectives and any environmental considerations
have been taken into account during the preparation.’

3. Rutland County Council has published a set of 18 Sustainability Objectives in its
‘Sustainability Appraisal Consultation Draft, November 2011’ and this document
uses and expands upon those that are relevant to the issues identified for
Langham. In particular, local issues and objectives have been identified, and the
indicators used to measure these are from local sources, at a local scale where
possible. These will help assess the sustainability issues facing Langham Parish,
to be addressed where possible in the Neighbourhood Plan.
4. Within this context it is stated in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) that work for Neighbourhood Planning is proportionate with the scale
and ambitions of the plan. We have therefore considered a range of relevant
policies and plans for this assessment, considering relevant international,
national and local plans and policies.

International Context

5. Relevant International Policies and their cross over with Sustainability
Objectives and SEA Directives were referred to thoughout the development of
the LNP (see Appendix 2 Table 2a.)

National context
6. In this section we summarise the most relevant national plans and policies
making the assumption that these include the relevant international and
national sustainability objectives (see Appendix 2b, Table 2b)
7. The national planning system is undergoing a period of change due to the
introduction of the Localism Act in 2011 and the NPPF in 2012.
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8. This has heralded significant changes, bringing a stronger emphasis on localism
in planning. European Regulations still apply, as does much of the legacy
planning guidance – until it is revised for the NPPF.
9. The NPPF stresses the importance of sustainability running as a ‘golden thread’
through plans and policies.

Local context
10. Rutland County Council (RCC) produced its Core Strategy (CS) in July 2011 and
its Site Allocations and Policies Development Plan Document (SAPDPD) update
in October 2014. It is in the process of refreshing the Core Strategy and reissuing it in 2017 as the Local Plan 2017 - 2037
11. There are a number of support documents and reports that underpin RCC’s two
main planning documents.
12. In the development of the Langham Neighbourhood Plan we have adhered to the
policies and objectives of the present RCC planning documents – the CS and the
SAPDPD - but have also been mindful of the likely improvements being
considered for the new Local Plan.
13. The key objectives are described in Appendix 2c, Table 2c – Local Context.
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5. Langham Parish Appraisal (source: RCC’s Town and Village
Appraisal 2013 – see Appendix 7)
1. An analysis of the environmental, social and economic characteristics of the parish
is required to provide a basis for predicting and monitoring the effects of the
policies of the Neighbourhood Plan.
2. RCC produced a Town and Village Appraisal in 2009 (updated in 2013) that
describes the key characteristics of Langham as shown in Tables 5.

Table 5: Rutland County Council Town & Village Appraisal for Langham
2013
Physical Constraints
Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 run through the village. Prone to flooding from Langham
Brook.
No areas of interest within or adjoining the village.
The entire village and its surrounding area is a Conservation Area with Article 4
Direction status in the core. There are a few working farms remaining in the parish
and 23 Listed Buildings.
Langham is situated on the western edge of the landscape character type of flat
Vale of Catmose, but is adjoined to the north and west by higher undulating land.
The foreground to the south is exposed to view but from the north the nature of
the landform conceals the village from distant views. The village is nucleated and
fairly closely knit, it takes the form of an elongated grid shape, with a diverse
architectural style and several areas of important open space in the north east,
although the core, running along the brook (Church St, Well St and Burley Rd)
defines the essential nature of the village. The grounds of the Old Hall and other
substantial properties in the centre of the village are important features as are
lengths of high stone walls surrounding them. Limestone is the predominant
building material with a mixture of Collyweston, thatch and blue slate roofs. More
recently the principal building materials are ironstone and red or buff brick. In
recent years Ranksborough Hall and caravan park, to the north west of the village,
has developed significantly.
The majority of the village is classified as 'land predominantly in urban use' with a
large extension of Grade 2 land to the east. Grade 3 land surrounds the village on
its south, western and northern boundaries. Further west is an isolated area of
land classified as 'other land primarily in non-agricultural use'.

Flood Risk
Biodiversity
Historic
Environment
Landscape &
Townscape

Agricultural
Land

Accessibility
Public
Transport

Bus
Services

Bus

19

Mon-Sat
daytime
Hourly

Bus Frequency
Mon-Sat
Sunday &
evening
Bank
Holidays
Until 18.57
No service

4% travel to work by public transport
76% travel to work by motorcycle, car or van
10% travel to work by other means or work at home
9% travel to work by bicycle or on foot

15

Accessibility to
nearest Local Service
Centre
Oakham, Melton
Mowbray, Nottingham
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Services and Facilities
Convenienc
e Shop

Doctor’s
Surgery

Pharmacy

Post Office

Public
House

Sports/
Recreation
Ground

1/2
day/week
Secondary
School

✓

✓

Children’s
Playground

Village/
Community
Hall

Primary
School

✓

✓

✓

Library

Employment
Opportunities
in settlement

Mobile

Main Population Characteristics
Langham

Property Totals
2008
2012
646
655

1991
1095

Population
2001
1102

2011
1371

Local Issues at 2009
Langham Village Design Statement was prepared in 2002 and updated in 2015. The key issues for the
parish relate to the high volume of traffic passing through on the A606, and the preservation of the
brook and village views.

Local Issues at 2013
Langham Parish Council has highlighted concerns for management of the possible development
outside of the PLD and for gypsy and traveller sites that are an exception to planning policy.

Employment Statistics
Year
2001 Census data
2011 Census data

Employment Capacity
68% are economically active (66% are employed and 2% are unemployed).
67% are economically active (65% are employed and 2% are unemployed).

Land Use
Document
SHLAA 2008
SHLAA 2011 Update
2016 Call for Sites

Site Allocations & Policy
Development Plan Document –
Issues & Options

Housing Capacity
The SHLAA received seven submissions, with 4 sites being viewed
as potentially acceptable for a total of 68 dwellings.
The SHLAA received eight submissions, with four sites being
viewed as potentially acceptable for a total of 67 dwellings.
6 sites were put forward, two of which are included In the LNP,
one of which has been refused previously and two of which are
RCC property.
There were a total of 10 sites submitted through the Call for Sites
process for the Issues and Options consultation document. Five
sites were excluded from the consultation, as they were contrary
to the Adopted Core Strategy 2011.

Education
Primary
Secondary

Langham Church of England Primary School
Catmose College, Oakham

Other Services
Broadband
Sewage Disposal
Water Supply

Village connected
Anglian Water responsible. Oakham STW. Further capacity available.
Severn Trent responsible
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3. The SEA Regulations require that certain environmental topics are included within
the environmental baseline, collected to inform the SEA. These are described in
Table 6.
4. The SEA Scoping report summarises the current state of the environment and also
identifies key trends and pressures for the future. The information is categorized
under ‘topics’, although it must be recognized that many of these topics are
interlinked.

a) Relevance of SEA Topics to the LNP.
Table 6: SEA topics and LNP
SEA Topic
a. Nature
Conservation
b. Landscape
c. Water

d. Soils
e. Cultural
Heritage
f. Air and Climate
g. Human
Characteristics
h. Roads and
Transport
i. Infrastructure
j. Economic
Characteristics

Relevance to Langham NP
Potential for new site allocations to impact on the
habitats of species within areas of nature conservation
value.
Potential for new site allocations to impact on the green
fields and open landscape.
Risk of flooding impacts on where people live and can
impact on the prosperity of an area.
The way in which water is drained off the land, including
road and other hard surfaces, can be important to the
level of flood risk experienced in an area.
Potential for site allocations and development to impact
on best agricultural soils or important geological sites.
Historic environment features can be vulnerable to
damage and to impacts from neglect, decay and other
development pressures.
Potential for new site allocations to create pollution
through additional road congestion.
Potential for the Plan to impact on human health,
particularly positively through improvements to
walking, cycling routes etc.
Development could impact on congestion on the road
network, particularly the A606 through the village.
Development could have an impact on the infrastructure
necessary to keep society running smoothly.
Development could impact on the ability of communities
to function effectively (in their interaction with services)
and on the economic prosperity of an area.

5. The information was compiled from a wide range of information sources:
a. Firstly information came from the draft Neighbourhood Plan and
associated work conducted to support the Plan. This has been included in
Support Documents SD2, 2a, 2b and 2c as ‘Consultation and Responses’.
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b. There are also a number of key reports, containing data, evidence and
research, relevant the seven main focus areas of the Plan
1. Housing and Renewal (SD4)
2. Public Safety and Services (SD5)
3. Cultural heritage (SD6 + Support Papers SP6)
4. Natural Environment (SD7 + Support Papers SP7)
5. Education and development (SD8)
6. Community and Economy (SD9)
7. Design (taken from Village Design Statement 2002 and
reported in full in the main Plan)
c. All of these documents are referenced throughout the Langham NP as are
the various data sources used to provide maps and statistics.
6. Reference has been made to the NPPF, to RCC’s Core Strategy and all related
documents as described therein.
7. This section presents topics relevant to the LNP and, while it seeks to be
comprehensive, only the key issues are included to keep the document
manageable.

b) SEA Analysis by Topic (reference map Figure 9)
a. Nature Conservation (see SD7 Natural Environment)
1. The rural environment and unspoilt landscape that surrounds Langham, (see
Figure 5) along with the protected open green spaces, hedgerows and verges
within the village (see Figure 6) provide the area with a rich conservation and
biodiversity resource.
2. Langham sits within the Vale of Catmose whose typical landscape is represented
in Figure 8.
3. Langham is situated 5.3km from Rutland Water, which is a Special Protection
Area (SPA) and a wetland of international importance under the Ramsar
Convention (RAMSAR). However, between Langham and Rutland Water is the
town of Oakham, which effectively separates the two locations, from a landscape
and biodiversity perspective.
4. A band of green fields separate Langham from Oakham North – the LNP calls for
this band (termed the Green Separation Zone) to be protected from all
development as a green corridor & rural buffer. (See Figure 7).
5. The thorough and extensive Langham Parish Community Wildlife Survey in
1996 demonstrated that, at that time nearly twenty years ago, there was both
breadth and depth of biodiversity in the Parish, without any (known) great
rarities being present and without our having any Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs), or Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) as classified by the Leicestershire

18
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and Rutland Wildlife Trust.

Figure 5: Vale of Catmose showing position of Langham.

Langham

Oakham
Rutland
Water

Figure 6: LNP – showing protected Important Open Spaces (as Fig 3 P. 7)
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Figure 7: Langham showing proposed Green Separation Zone (as Fig 2 P. 7)

Figure 8: Typical ‘Vale of Catmose’ Landscape
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Figure 9: Protected green spaces and verges in Langham village
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6. Subsequently two small Local Wildlife Sites were registered: a length of speciesrich hedgerow along the south side of Burley Road, the Langham side of the
railway, and an area of species-rich grassland near Mill Hill. The former changed
hands in 2002 and the present owner, whilst having an interest in wildlife, has
simply left the hedge mostly untrimmed, so that it is tall and not dense, and has
put stock-proof fencing on the inside. The latter is believed by the owner to be
much as it was in 2008 and is grazed by sheep.
7. In table 7 below are listed those protected species of bird found in and around
Rutland Water, species of fauna that are specially protected, under the Wildlife
& Countryside Act 1981 that have recently been observed in Langham Parish
along with animals and birds that are designated ‘Species of local importance’, in
Space for Wildlife (Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland Biodiversity Action
Plan 2010 – 2015).

Table 7: Protected Species and Species of Local Importance in Langham
and nearby Rutland Water

Location

Species

Rutland Water (5.3km away)

Shoveler Anas clypeata
Teal Anas crecca
Wigeon Anas Penelope
Gadwall Anas strepera
Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula
Goldeneye Bucephala clangula
Mute Swan Cygnus atra
Goosander Mergus merganser
Great Creased Grebe Podiceps cristatus
Protected species seen in
Otter Lutrinae
Langham
Barn Owl Tyto alba
Red kite Milvus milvus
Buzzard Buteo buteo
Kingfisher Alcedines
Water Vole Arvicola amphibius
Grass Snake Natrix natrix
Additional species in
Bats Chiroptera
Langham designated
Barn Owl Tyto alba
“Species of Local Importance’ Otter Lutrinae
Water Vole Arvicola amphibius

None of these species is specific to sites put forward for development – ie.
Sites LNP04, LNP06, LNP14.

8. A survey of potential wildlife havens in the Parish shows a large number of
small or very small areas in which wildlife can thrive and a green infrastructure
making it just possible for separated small habitats to act as wildlife reservoirs
and to inter-relate. The importance of gardens in the village should not be
under-estimated.
9. In order to preserve and perpetuate the landscape and biodiversity in Langham
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this Plan calls for protection to be given to the following sites, shown on Figure
9:
a. Munday’s Close (in orange to
right of map)
b. Penman’s Field (in orange to
left of map)
c. Verge on Manor Lane (in
orange top right of PLD)
d. The Green Separation Zone
(Figure 7)

a. Munday’s Close

b. Penman’s Field

c. Verge on north of Manor Lane

10. In proposing sites for potential housing development in this Plan, care has been
taken neither to upset this delicate green infrastructure nor to interfere with
Wildlife Sites, Important Open Spaces or wildlife havens.

b. Landscape (see also SD7 Natural Environment Sections 1 and 3)

11. The Parish of Langham sits between Barleythorpe to the south, Ashwell to the
west, Knossington and Cold Overton to the east and Whissendine to the north.
12. It is situated on the western edge of the landscape character type of flat Vale of
Catmose, but is adjoined to the north and west by higher undulating land.
13. The Vale of Catmose lies mainly within the County of Rutland, with a small part
of its northern area extending into Leicestershire where it abuts the
Leicestershire Wolds and Wreake Valley landscape character areas. The Vale
stretches down from the north west boundary of the county to the western
shores of Rutland Water, south of Oakham. It comprises a broad, generally flatbottomed valley basin surrounded by the higher land of High Rutland (to the
west), the Wolds (to the north) and the Rutland Plateau (to the east).
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14. The Vale of Catmose lies in the Countryside Agency's "Leicestershire and
Nottinghamshire Wolds" regional character area and English Nature's "Trent
Valley and Rises" Natural Area. Its geology is principally ironstone and
limestone overlain in part by glacial tills. A key characteristic of much of the Vale
is that of an open valley basin created by the edges, shoulders, ridges and slopes
of the surrounding hills and plateaux, the skylines of which are frequently
wooded. The Vale is typically distinguished by its lower lying land, absence of
the dramatic series of ridges and dips of High Rutland and the characteristic
enclosure of a vale contrasting with the more exposed plateau to the east.
15. The classic 'vale' landscape of meadows and fields gently rises in altitude
towards the north from the outskirts of Oakham and through Langham (see
Figures 11 and 12).
16. Land within the Langham typically ranges from about 80m AOD in the lower
areas to about 100m AOD on the tops of the rolling hills towards its northern
boundary.

Figure 10: Rights of Way in Langham

17. Langham comprises a mix of arable land, with Grade 3 land surrounding the
village itself, and extending to the south towards Oakham – this land is used
primarily for grazing, paddocks or recreational use (Rutland Polo Club). The
land further out from the village to the north, west and east tends to include
more fertile Grade 2 land used for crops.
18. There is relatively little tree cover and fields are generally quite regular in shape
and relatively larger in size than in the higher parts of Rutland.
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Figure 11: Open Arable Land typical of the north of Langham

19. Fields are bounded by low-cut, often gappy, hawthorn hedges with occasional
ash trees forming noticeable features where they have survived in the open,
arable fields.
20. There is some evidence of field boundary loss, particularly where arable farming
is prevalent. Elsewhere, hedgerow maintenance has declined or has been limited
to cutting by mechanical flails, so hedgerows have become generally very low
and gappy, often supplemented with post and rail fencing.
21. The hedgerow trees are, in places, less frequent or over-mature. These
characteristics are particularly noticeable along the Oakham Road, just north of
the town and into Langham.
22. Langham also contains a number of electricity transmission lines that cross land
to the west and to the east.
23. The canal and the brook are significant features in Langham, in both landscape
and ecological terms. Their maintenance depends largely on the efforts of
riparian owners.
24. The railway line also has some ecologically interesting, linear features within its
shallow cuttings and along its low embankments which appear to have been
relatively unaffected by the arable farming alongside. The railway, in places,
foreshortens or restricts views across the parish and locally creates a more
enclosed landscape where it intersects with field boundaries.
25. The road and railway introduce some noise and movement into an otherwise
quiet, calm, rural landscape.
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26. The low-lying, flat or gently undulating land form of the Vale means that the
foreground of Langham, particularly from the west and south, is somewhat
exposed, whilst from the north the nature of the landform conceals the village
from distant views.

Figure 12: Gently undulating pasture land to the west of Langham.

27. Other elements of landscape character within the Vale of Catmose include a
series of small streams running generally west-east across the Vale, and a
significant network of small field ponds, particularly around Langham, although
neither is visually pronounced.
28. Langham is crossed by a number of minor roads, tracks, bridle paths and other
rights of way, which contribute, significantly to both the landscape and the
health and well-being of the residents. (See Figure 10)
29. The village is nucleated and fairly closely knit and takes the form of an elongated
grid shape.
30. The open nature of Langham is threatened by excessive development of Oakham
North, which has changed the nature, and landscape of Langham from the south.

c. Water (See SD7 Natural Environment Section 3 Flooding)
31. There are two main waterways through Langham – the brook and the canal.
Both offer habitat for flora and fauna and both can contribute to flooding on
occasion.
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32. The Langham Brook passes through the parish and through the centre of
Langham Village. It is one of the principal natural landscape features of the
village, widely valued for its visual amenity and as a wildlife corridor. Records
and the experience of villagers is that flood events have occurred in the past (see
figure 13) including damage to properties within Langham village. Flooding is
also known to occur downstream but it is thought that few if any properties are
affected.

Figure 13: Pictures of past floods in Langham
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33. In recent years, Langham has fortunately escaped the worst effects from recent
extreme rainfall events (such as the summer floods of July 2007 that damaged
homes across wide areas of England). Past large-scale work from the 1980s
onwards to clear and increase the capacity of the channel of the brook is likely to
have helped reduce flood water levels in recent years such that property has not
been recently impacted, with flooding generally limited to roads (A606 and Well
Street).
34. A response to an enquiry to the local water company advised that there has been
one recorded property previously affected by sewer flooding . Two villagers
interviewed also described sewage flooding of a different property.
35. Historical surface water flood events have been caused by high rainfall and
snowmelt. Parts of the village most affected in the last 50 years included Melton
Road, Ashwell Road and the Churchyard. Newspaper reports and accounts of
villagers suggest heavy vehicles passing through floodwater can exacerbate the
impact on properties, especially on the Melton Road.
36. The Environmental Agency has provided a Flood Risk map (see Figure 14) to
indicate the degree of risk of flooding along the banks of the brook.
Figure 14: Current Environment Agency Flood Map for Langham Village

37. Based on the Environment Agency Flood map, approximately 40 properties in
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Langham are indicated to be with Flood Zone 3, potentially susceptible to
flooding at a > 1:100 event frequency. This flood risk to the village is also
highlighted in the Rutland Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Report.
38. However the Report highlights with respect to Langham:
“Flood risk in the villages of Langham and Whissendine in the north-west of
Rutland is currently poorly represented on existing Environmental Agency Flood
Maps. It is believed that mapped flood extents are derived from JFLOW runs that
formed the basis of the original flood zones. At present no hydraulic models exist
for the watercourses in these villages. There are also limited topographic data
available for these villages.’
39. The Environment Agency has also confirmed that the Flood Zone map of the
area is coarse and gives an indication only of land that may be liable to flood – it
being difficult to be specific on the extent of the flooding.
40. We strongly endorse the National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 100
and 103 to 104, the Environment Agency’s standing advice and Rutland Core
Strategy Policies CS1(g) & CS19(d) relating to requirements for flood risk
assessment for all new development within of areas of higher flood. In
particular, we note the findings of the Rutland Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
report above, coupled with the further recommendation given within the
Report:
“It is recommended that any further significant development in and around the
Flood Zones in these villages or elsewhere should be supported by hydraulic
modeling as part of a Flood Risk Assessment. As part of any modeling study a
topographic survey may need to be conducted of the floodplain in order to map
the outputs from the hydraulic models’. For this reason the LNP calls for a
Sequential Flood Test to be carried out for any new development, no matter how
small.

d. Soils and Agricultural Land
41. The village of Langham is classified as ‘land predominantly in urban use’.
42. Whilst most of the land around Langham is considered ‘Poor’ according to the
East Midland’s Agricultural Land Classification, there are two areas where the
land is seen as ‘good to moderate.’ (See Figures 15 and 16)
43. The Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) provides a method for assessing the
quality of farmland to enable informed choices to be made about its future use
within the planning system. Published by Natural England, the ALC provides a
classification in 5 grades using a number of criteria including climate
(temperature, rainfall, aspect, exposure, frost risk), site ( gradient, micro-relief,
flood risk) and soil (depth, structure, texture, chemicals, stoniness). The scales
range from 1 to 5:
• Grade 1 – excellent quality agricultural land. Land with no or very minor
limitations to agricultural use. A very wide range of agricultural and
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horticultural crops can be grown and commonly include top fruit, soft fruit,
salad crops and winter-harvested vegetables. Yields are high and less
variable than on land of lower quality.
Grade 2 – very good quality agricultural land. Land with minor limitations
that affect crop yield, cultivations or harvesting. A wide range of agricultural
and horticultural crops can usually be grown but on some land of this grade
there may be reduced flexibility due to difficulties with the production of the
more demanding crops such as winter harvested vegetables and arable root
crops. The level of yield is generally high but may be lower or more variable
than Grade 1.
Sub-Grade 3a – good quality agricultural land. Land capable of consistently
producing moderate to high yields of a narrow range of arable crops,
especially cereals, or moderate yields of a wide range of crops including
cereals, oilseed rape, potatoes sugar beet and the less demanding
horticultural crops.
Sub-Grade 3b – moderate quality agricultural land. Land capable of
producing moderate yields of a narrow range of crops, principally cereals
and grass or lower yields of a wider range of crops or high yields of grass
which can be grazed or harvested over most of the year.
Grade 4 – poor quality agricultural land. Land with severe limitations that
significantly restrict the range of crops and/or level of yields. It is mainly
suited to grass with occasional arable crops (e.g. cereals and forage crops)
the yields of which are variable. In most climates, yields of grass may be
moderate to high but there may be difficulties in utilisation. The grade also
includes very droughty arable land.
Grade 5 – very poor quality agricultural land. Land with very severe
limitations that restrict use to permanent pasture or rough grazing, except
for occasional pioneer forage crops.

44. There is an area of Grade 2 land to the east and Grade 3 land surrounds the
village to the south, west and north. Further west is an isolated area of land
classified as ‘other land primarily in non-agricultural use’.
45. The NPPF (paragraph 112) states that relevant planning authorities should take
into account the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile
agricultural land. Local planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer
quality land in preference to that of higher quality.
46. There is risk of flooding close to the brook and any planning needs to take that
into account.
47. The Langham Neighbourhood Plan has indicated three sites on the edges of the
Planned Limits of Development that could potentially be used for development –
all three are grade 3a or 3b and not used for arable farming.
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Figure 15: East Midland’s Region Agricultural Classification

Figure 16: Detail of Figure 8 showing Langham’s Agricultural Land
Classification
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e. Cultural Heritage (See SD6 Cultural Heritage)
48. Langham is a Conservation Village with Article 4 Direction at its core.
49. There are 42 buildings and a number of other structures that are ‘Listed’ by
Historic England – one of the buildings (St. Peter and St Paul’s Church) is Grade I,
and one (the Old Hall on Church Street) is Grade II*.
Figure 17: Buildings of Historic and Cultural Value in Langham
(see Appendices 3a,b, c and SD6 for full details)

50. Langham boasts a very strong and active Village History Group that has a
comprehensive website detailing Langham’s History over the centuries
(www.langhaminrutland.org.uk)
51. There have been numerous archaeological ‘finds’ from throughout Langham’s
long history, all of which have been mapped and catalogued by Langham Village
History Group and by Historic England.. (see Figure 17 and Appendices 4a,b, c)
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Figure 18: Historic Sites and Finds in Langham – from Historic and Natural
England (see Appendices 4b,c and SD6 for full details)
Historic & Natural Environment Team
Leicestershire County Council
Room 400, County Hall
Glenfield
Leicester
LE3 8RA
Scale 1:25000

Langham parish
Prehistoric and Roman archaeological remains
Compiled by Helen Wells on 4 February 2016

Modern OS map data reproduced from an Ordnance Survey map with the permission of the Controller of HMSO © Crown Copyright. Licence number LA100019271

Additional information: © LCC

Historical mapping data © and database right "Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Ltd" (All rights reserved 2016)

52. Not only are these buildings and sites seen as important, but so too are their
settings. So any development that could interfere with the following views will
not be allowed:
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Two areas at risk for which this Plan seeks protection
The Pastures on the Cold Overton Road are an old water mill site [Policy
NE3 calls for its protection.]
The paddocks on Manor Lane slightly east of Orchard Road offer the only
unobstructed views of St Peter and St Paul Church from the road. The
smaller of the paddocks contains relics believed to be from the original
Old Hall.
Policy D1b of this Plan also calls for protection of the following views (see
Appendix 5a and Figures CH5a-d in SD6):
The village and church from Manor Lane across the paddocks at the rear
of 48 and 50 Well Street
The Bowling Green from Manor Lane, tucked behind a wicket gate, with
the church beyond
The Church Street Bridge to the Well Street Bridge, which incorporates
the brook and its banks, with the church and old houses flanking Well
Street.
The various panoramas out from the village including [a] Ranksborough
Hill, [b] Mill Hill and [c] Loudall Lane (the ridge) (See Appendix 5b and
Appendix CH3 Figure CH12 of SD6).

See also Main LNP Section 10, Design which is an updated (2016) Version of Langham
Village Design Statement 2002 as it appears in the LNP.
53. All sites put forward in the LNP for potential development have been
evaluated against cultural/heritage impact using the above maps and data.
None of the sites is of historical value, nor have there been any finds
discovered on or near any of the sites. And the building of houses on those
sites would not interfere with any historical building, its setting or the
view thereof.

f. Air Quality and Climate
54. The following is a quote from the Executive Summary of RCC’s October 2015
Updating and Screening Assessment in fulfillment of Part IV of the Environment
Act 1995 Local Air Quality Management (LAQM Report)
‘The 2015 Updating Screening and Assessment report finds that local air quality in
Rutland is good. None of the nitrogen dioxide diffusion tube monitoring data or the
screening of developments and changes within the county has indicated potentially
significant impacts on local air quality. As a consequence it isn’t necessary to
undertake a detailed assessment of air quality.’
55. Langham is one of the rural Small Service Centres of Rutland that, despite having
the main A606 running through it, does not have to accommodate as much
traffic as, for example the two towns of Uppingham and Oakham. It is therefore
safe to deduce that the air quality of Langham is likely to be better than in the
towns – and so local air quality is likely, at the very least, to be ‘good’.
56. Again from RCC’s LAQM report ‘ As there are very few significant or commercial
sources of Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ) in Rutland, most NO2 Diffusion Tube monitoring
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Sites are positioned to capture NO2 from road Traffic.’ These sites are on the
following roads – none of which is in Langham:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caldecott
Uppingham
Ketton
Tickencote
Uppingham and Brooke Road, Oakham
New Street, Oakham
Melton Road, Oakham
High Street, Oakham
Oakham Burley Park Way
Egleton

57. Similarly the scale of potential development in Langham over the next 20 years
is significantly less than in the two towns – the planned development in these
towns is considered by RCC not to have a detrimental affect on air quality for
Rutland – so the lesser scale of development in Langham will have no significant
impact on air quality.
58. There is a railway running through the eastern edge of Langham and the main
A606 road running through it. Other than that, there is no significant industry
(Langham Engineering Works has been established for many years and does not
negatively impact air quality according to RCC data), railway stations, ports –
nor are there any plans for any.
59. The halting, by the community, of plans for an Anaerobic Digester in Langham in
the early 2000s has prevented a significant potential to reduce the air quality in
Langham. The community continues to pay attention to this important
environmental factor.

g. Human Characteristics (see also SD4)
60. The population of Langham Parish in 2015 is estimated to be approximately
1400.
61. In 2011, 43% of Langham’s population was over 55, an increase of 6% since
2001. Over the same period the percentage of people between 30 and 59
dropped by 6% and the percentage of dependent children (18 years old and
under) remained relatively constant at around 20%.
62. Of the 267 dependent children in Langham in 2011, 143 were aged 0 -9 years
and 85 aged 10 -14. The percentage of dependent children is similar to that in
other Rutland villages (Appendix 6a), indicating this is a regular proportion of
total population in Rutland villages.
63. Population projections to 2037 indicate a 10.3% increase in Rutland’s
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population that includes a reduction in the number of dependent children and
working age people but a 49.3% increase in 65 to 84 year olds and a small
increase in the over-84s.
64. According to Public Health England, the quality of life, and the overall health of
people in Rutland is higher than for the rest of England. Similarly, deaths from
all causes are seen to be lower on average across all ages and ethnicities. This
assessment holds true – perhaps even more so – for Langham.
65. Langham was designated an ‘Elderly Countryside Community’ by the 2011
census. The LNP recognises the predominance of older people in Langham and
the popularity of the village with the over 55s and anticipates an increase in
their numbers over the coming 20 years.
66. Furthermore, it is recognised that the projected decline in younger age groups
may require positive action to ensure their numbers, if not their proportion of
the population, do not fall to the extent that the mix and sustainability of village
life is compromised. An analysis of Langham’s housing stock supports the
demographic analysis
67. Quality of life as provided by a rural environment and a sense of community are
key to the health and wellbeing of Langham. Walking, bike riding and horse
riding all-important forms of recreation and exercise.
68. All Rights of Way throughout Langham Parish have been mapped and recorded
and this Plan seeks to protect them from development and ensure they are
properly maintained. (See SD7 Natural Environment, Rights of Way Section
and Appendices NE1)
69. It is also recognized the protected Important Open Spaces on RCC’s April 2013
map are important to the character of the parish. However, this Plan calls for
three further sites to be afforded protection – Munday’s Close, Penman’s Field
and the verge on north of manor Lane leading onto Ashwell Road, (see SD7
Natural Environment ‘Open Spaces’ section and appendices NE3). These
spaces and verges are shown in Figure 19.
70. Furthermore, the character of the parish is formed to a great degree by the trees
and hedges throughout. For this reason Tree Preservation Orders have been
placed on those trees that have historical value or add to the rural character of
the village which adds so much to the quality of life of the residents (see Figure
20)
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Figure 19: Langham showing Conservation Area and Article 4 Direction Status
(from RCC’s Site Allocations and Policies DPD 2013)
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Figure 20: Langham
L
showing Trees with Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs)

h. Roads and Transport
71. The main road though Langham is the A606 which joins Melton Mowbray to
Oakham. This road now leads on to the Oakham bypass which has considerably
increased the volume of traffic along this main artery through Langham, (see
Figure 21)
72. This road causes many safety issues – the speed and volume of traffic, the size of
many vehicles, the pollution and the noise. On top of this, the pavements are
narrow which means large vehicles can clip pedestrians when passing –
especially on the tight corners (See Figure 22). And crossing this road on foot is
extremely dangerous.
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Figure 21: Langham showing Major Roads and junctions
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Figure 22: Langham A606 showing danger to pedestrians

.
73. The principal means of transport is the car. Many parents when crossing the
A606 to take their children to school choose to take the car due to the danger of
crossing this road by foot.
74. The local Bus service operates three routes, linking directly with Oakham,
Melton Mowbray and Nottingham, and by interchange via Oakham to Stamford,
Peterborough and Corby.
75. The main services are the 9, 19, 40, 113 and 29. Currently there are just fewer
than 80 services, both to and from, running through the Village weekly.
76. The Buses serving Langham are the 9/19 routes Nottingham to Peterborough,
the 40 and 113 connecting to Melton Mowbray, and the 29, which runs to
Brooksby College.
77. Broadly the 9/19 services run hourly (Monday to Saturday), the first bus
through Langham at 06.30, and the last 1715.
• There is no Sunday service.
• The 40 service was suspended on 31st. May, 2015.
78. The 113 service connects Langham to Melton Mowbray, running approximately
every one to two hours, weekdays. It picks up both inbound and outbound at
Langham.
• There is no Sunday service.
79. There are currently three ‘stage’ stopping points in Langham – Burley Road next
to and opposite the School, and on the A606 before the Cold Overton Road.
80. Other town and city centres are accessible only via Oakham and Melton
Mowbray, by bus, by car and by rail.
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Figure 23: The bus
services in Langham
Red – No. 19 bus route
Green – No. 113 bus route
Blue – No. 9 bus route

81. The nearest rail station, Oakham, enables connections to be made to
Birmingham, Stansted and East Midlands Airports, Peterborough, Cambridge
and Norwich. London is served via Leicester or directly by limited service
through to St. Pancras.

i. Infrastructure
82. Langham has the following community infrastructure assets:
• A primary school with an excellent reputation
• A Village Hall with WIFI connection
• Two churches – Church of England and Baptist
• Two pubs
• A part-time post office
• A mobile library
• A children’s play ground and associated football pitch and skate
board/BMX ramp
• A De-fibrillator at the Village Hall
83. It also has access to the facilities in Oakham some 3 miles away
84. Langham services include:
• Anglian Water for water
• Severn Trent for sewage (with a sewage treatment plant in Langham)
• Broadband connected
• 2-weekly bin collection service
85. There are numerous and varied activity groups in Langham that are listed in
Appendix 7a (and in detail in SD9 Appendix CE3) as well as a number of
businesses. (see Appendix 7b and SD9 Appendix CE4)

j. Economic Characteristics

(See SD4 Housing & Renewal Appendices 1b-d)

86. The population of Langham Parish in 2015 is estimated to be approximately
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1400.
87. In 2011, 43% of Langham’s population was over 55, an increase of 6% since
2001. Over the same period the percentage of people between 30 and 59
dropped by 6% and the percentage of dependent children (18 years old and
under) remained relatively constant at around 20%.
88. Of the 267 dependent children in Langham in 2011, 143 were aged 0 -9 years
and 85 aged 10 -14. The percentage of dependent children is similar to that in
other Rutland villages (Appendices 6a and b), indicating this is a regular
proportion of total population in Rutland villages.
89. Population projections to 2037 indicate a 10.3% increase in Rutland’s
population, which includes a reduction in the number of dependent children and
working age people but a 49.3% increase in 65 to 84 year olds and a small
increase in the over-84s.
90. An analysis of type and standard of living, taken from the 2011 Census shows
gives the following data for Langham:
•

Types of Homes:
i. The total number of properties in Langham in 2012 is recorded as
655, which includes 23house completions since 2006.. 2011 UK
Census records a total of 673 dwellings in Langham, 610 with at
least one usual resident.
ii. In 2011, 50% of homes are detached houses or bungalows, this
compares to 40% across the Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic
Housing Market2 (SHMA).
iii. 36% of homes are semi-detached or terraced homes, and 12%
mobile homes.
iv. Apartments, flats and maisonettes made up a very small
proportion of dwellings.

•

Tenure of Homes:
i. Further analysis of the 2011 Census statistics reveals 78% of
homes in Langham are owned outright or owned with a mortgage.
ii. 20% of homes are rented (approximately 4% (30 homes) are
social rented housing) and less than 2% (12 homes) are shared
ownership properties (Figure 1d.2). The percentage of rented
homes is similar to other Rutland villages

•

Size of Homes:
i. Langham has an above average number of larger homes, 67% of
homes have 3 bedrooms or more whereas across the
Peterborough Sub Region, two or three bedroom houses make up
69%of the housing stock. 31% of the housing stock has four
bedrooms or more.
ii. The Neighbourhood Plan’s Demographic Report showed that 73%
of Langham homes have only one or two residents, an above
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average number of over 55s households and households without
dependent children. This indicates many larger family homes are
lived in by older residents who may wish to downsize, whilst
remaining in the village, during the next 10 to 20 years. This
would release some larger homes for upsizing younger families
For more detail see Appendix 6c and SD4 Housing & Renewal Appendices 1b,
1c and 1d.
91. It is noted that there were 80 two-bedroom Ranksborough Hall mobile homes
for the over-50s in 2011 (12% of the housing stock). This number is now 104
and there are plans to redevelop a further 10 over the next five years. These
homes offer an alternative lifestyle and are unlikely to offer a downsizing option
that the majority of Langham’s older residents would choose.
92. Langham’s Neighbourhood Plan Parish Survey also identified the demand/need
for more retirement and sheltered housing (bungalows, two-storey houses and
apartments) in the village for those who, on reaching retirement age, would like
to downsize but stay in the village. This is supported by the SHMA July 2014,
which identifies a case to support downsizing among older households in
Rutland.

6. Key Sustainability Issues
a) Community Views
1. The community was also consulted on what they felt were the key sustainability
issues. This was done by collating views under the headings:
• Sustain – what we needed to continue to value
• Protect – those things that people felt were under threat
• Add –what was missing from Langham in an ideal world
• Improve – those things that are valued, but need attention
• Grow – a desire for planned and managed growth through development
2. A SWOT analysis was also carried out based on community feedback and was
presented to, and approved by, the community.

Sustain:
a. Langham is a quiet, friendly, rural place to live where people value the peace and beauty
of the countryside, the unique character of the village, the historical significance of the
parish, and the proximity to, yet separation from, Oakham. This we would want to
encourage and preserve.
b. The green spaces, both public and private, throughout the village are vital in keeping
the open rural feel to the settlement. Infill and new development should have a clear
provision of garden/surrounding green space to remain in keeping with the village
precedent.
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Protect:
a. The greatest concern for the community is that Langham will become a suburb of
Oakham as development is allowed to spread further north. Concern is that Oakham
North already abuts the A606 and across that road is the show ground and sports field
whose northern perimeter is the southern parish boundary of Langham. This boundary
is only a few hundred yards from the village’s Planned Limits of Development and is
seen to be unrealistic as a sustainable buffer zone unless protection is afforded it.
b. The Conservation Status of the village and the wide range of country walks, cycle ways
and bridleways are seen as essential to the parish’s identity.

Add:
a. The lack of a village shop and post office is number one on this list for the community.
Having had a village shop and a thriving post office until 2006, residents feel there is a
fundamental element of village life missing with no shop and a half-day-a-week post
office service.

Improve:
a. Traffic is a problem in Langham, as in many other places. Most residents find the A606,
which now carries all traffic from the Oakham bypass, dangerous to drive on, cross and
walk beside. The addition of pedestrian lights, a pelican crossing and improvements to
the size and maintenance of the pavements are essential.

b. The broadband service is very slow, especially for the growing number of residents who
work part-time or full-time from home. Similarly the patchy mobile phone reception
throughout the parish is impeding business and personal communications.

Grow:

a. There is a recognised need and desire for controlled and sustainable residential growth,
balanced against a variety of views on where to build.

b. Langham’s Planned Limits of Development can accommodate windfall sites (unplanned,
ad-hoc planning applications for single houses), but dedicated thought must be given to
the sites for the development of mini-communities with good sized gardens and shared
green spaces on the periphery of the present conurbation, outside the Planned Limits of
Development.

SWOT assessment
Langham Strengths
• High quality environment - quiet, safe, lots of green areas
• Rural characteristics and location
• Friendly people
• Well educated
• High employment/retirement
• Low crime rate
• Overall good health
• Growing village – unique character
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In countryside but close to towns, cities and transport
Lots of community activities via Village Hall and Churches
Great history – and historical landmarks
Exemplary primary school – secondary education close by
Good Play Area and marvellous country walks
Good road and rail links
Little deprivation
Biodiversity

Langham Weaknesses
• A606; Traffic – speed, size & number of vehicles through the village
• Parking issues in narrow/busy roads
• Maintenance/ upkeep of roads, pavements, walks, bridleways
• High house prices and council tax
• Little need for affordable housing
• Cars are essential
• Public transport patchy
• Proximity to Oakham North
• Poor medical services
• No local shop
• One day a week post office services (and PO service in Oakham poor)
Langham Opportunities
• Village shop and better Post Office service
• Improved community activities and facilities
• Chance to pull together as community to maintain Parish
• Calm the traffic in and through Langham
• Look at improving parking situation
• Plan development at the rate and in location best suited to community
Langham Threats
• Traffic – the A606 seen as a danger on many levels
• The encroachment of Oakham to the South
• Number and style of new houses could ruin village character
• Many people live IN Langham, but do not seem to be part OF it
• Increasing urbanization – Langham becoming Oakham North
• Ensuring Langham remains a conservation area

b) Rutland County Council Views

(from RCC’s Sustainability/Strategic
Environmental Assessment – Baseline & Scoping Report July 2015)
3. Key sustainability issues have been identified to reflect the key issues facing
Langham and to assess the most sustainable options moving forward as part of
the preparation of the Langham Neighbourhood Plan.
4. The key sustainability issues are shown in Table 8 below:
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Table 8: Key Sustainability Issues Facing Langham

(Taken from RCC’s Sustainability/Strategic Environmental Assessment – Baseline and Scoping Report July 2015).

Sustainability Issues
Source
ECONOMIC
High level of car dependence with those in work commuting daily,
• Rutland Local Transport Plan (2011)
and the increasing proportion of retired folk requiring a car to get
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
about.
• 2011 Census data
• Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment 2015
To develop an integrated transport infrastructure which
• 20 year Vision for Rutland 2008
encourages use of public transport, walking and cycling
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
SOCIAL
•
Large increases in population anticipated with increasing numbers
• 20 Year Vision for Rutland 2008
of older people leading to pressure on health and care services.
• Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment 2015
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
A mix of housing types and tenures required to meet needs
• Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014
• 20 Year Vision for Rutland 2008
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
• Rutland’s Small Site Windfall Housing Study 2010
Access to services, entertainment and leisure activities
• 20 Year Vision for Rutland 2008
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
High house prices and shortage of affordable housing and starter
• Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
homes.
• Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014
ENVIRONMENTAL
•
Protection of wooded areas in a county that is already sparsely
• Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland Landscape and
wooded.
Woodland Strategy 2006
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Need to protect and enhance wildlife and its habitats and
important natural features. Rutland is amongst the poorest
counties in the UK for sites of recognized nature conservation
value
Need to conserve and enhance the landscape, cultural heritage,
archaeological and built environments, and ensure that local
distinctiveness is conserved.

•
•

Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland Landscape and
Woodland Strategy 2006

•
•

Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
Rutland Landscape Character Assessment 2003

There are heritage assets at risk in the Parish. Continue to monitor
and react to Heritage at Risk in the Parish.

•
•

Heritage at Risk Register 2014
Historic England’s ‘Historic Buildings and Finds
Register’ Feb 2016

High levels of car ownership and usage and the need to develop
realistic alternatives to car use.

•
•

Rutland Local Transport Plan (2011)
20 Year Vision for Rutland 2008

Green open spaces and infrastructure within the village needs to
be maintained and enhanced as well as the wider ecological
network as a way of making positive, multifunctional gains

•
•

20 Year Vision for Rutland 2008
Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12

The protection of the southern part of the parish to ensure the
preservation of a green corridor between Oakham and Langham.

•
•

Langham Community Survey Oct 2014
Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12

Flooding from the brook in Langham is of some concern as is
surface water run-off in some areas.
To reduce and control pollution and the parish’s contribution to
the harmful carbon emissions and climate change.

•

Rutland Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 2009

•
•

Rutland Sustainable Communities Strategy 2010-12
Planning for Climate Change Study 2008
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7. SEA Objectives and Indicators
Developing the SA Framework
1. The Sustainability Framework is a key component of the SA/SEA process.
The framework forms the key test against which the options, policies and
site-specific options of the Langham Neighbourhood Plan (LNP, or the
Plan) will be assessed.
2. The different elements of the Plan will be assessed against the subobjectives set out for a clear understanding of the sustainability benefits
or consequences as well as mitigation measures which may be needed to
prevent adverse effects of the Plan, its policies or sites.
3. A series of sustainability objectives and assessment criteria has been
drafted by Rutland County Council, reflecting information in the collection
of baseline data, in order to assess the impact of the emerging Plan and its
policies on sustainability issues facing the county of Rutland and so to the
Parish of Langham.
4. Policies within the Plan will be assessed through the combination of
evidence, local knowledge and professional judgement of the consultant
producing the Scoping Report. This will include the identification of
potential significant effects, both positive and negative.
5. These objectives and criteria are laid out in Table 9 below:
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Table 9. Revised List of Sustainability Objectives and Criteria (from RCC’s Baseline Scoping Report 2015)
Sustainability Objective
Assessment Criteria
ECONOMIC
1. To create high quality employment
• Will it help to support small and home-based businesses?
opportunities for all
• Will it help support home-working?
• Will it encourage people to gain new skills?
2. To encourage sustainable business
• Will it improve key skills to contribute to business
formation and development.
development?
• Will it improve business networking?
3. To promote the infrastructure necessary
• Will it help to provide the infrastructure to support
to support economic growth and attract a
economic growth in the Parish?
range of business types.
SOCIAL
4. To help achieve a housing stock that
• Will it provide housing affordable to all sections of the
meets the needs of Langham.
community?
• Will it contribute to energy efficient homes?
5. To improve access to health and social
• Will it improve access to health or social care facilities?
care provision and maintain good health
• Will it promote a healthy lifestyle?
standards.
6. To improve community safety and reduce
• Will it make Langham a safer place to live?
crime.
7. To promote and support the development
• Will it maintain and/or enhance community facilities?
of community facilities.
8. To ensure people continue to value and
• Will it help to increase participation in recreational
enjoy Langham’s Heritage and culture, and
activities?
can participate in recreational activities
• Will it increase people’s appreciation of the heritage and
whilst preserving and enhancing the
culture of the parish?
environment.
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SEA Directive Type
Population

Population
Population

Population,
Health,
Material assets
Population, Health
Population, Health
Population,
health,
Material Assets
Cultural
Heritage,
Population
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ENVIRONMENTAL
9.To conserve or enhance the historic
environment, heritage assets and their
settings.
10.
To
increase
biodiversity
and
geodiversity.
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Material
assets,
Landscape,
Cultural
heritage
Biodiversity,
Landscape

•
•
•

Will it contribute to the local character of Langham?
Will it tackle Heritage at Risk?
Will it avoid harm to heritage assets and their settings?
Will it create new areas of wildlife conservation?
Will it protect, improve and promote the biodiversity of
Langham?
Will it conserve and enhance the character and diversity
of the rural landscape of Langham?
Will it help conserve and enhance the local
distinctiveness of Langham?
Will it protect and enhance Green Infrastructure?
Will it make use of previously developed land?
Will it reduce levels of pollution?

13. To minimize energy usage and promote
the use of renewable energy sources.
14. To reduce the adverse effects of traffic
and improve transport infrastructure.

•

Will it improve energy efficiency of dwellings?

•
•
•

Climate
Factors,
Material Assets
Climate factors

15. To reduce the risk and impact of
flooding.

•
•

16. Reduce emissions of greenhouse gases
that cause climate change and adapt to its
effects.

•

Will it reduce traffic congestion?
Will it reduce the need to travel by car?
Will it encourage the use of public transport, walking
and/or cycling?
Climate factors
Will it avoid development if Flood Risk areas?
Will it reduce flood risk and/or ensure that development
does not increase flood risk elsewhere?
Climate Factors
Will it reduce or minimize greenhouse gas emissions?

11. To protect and enhance the character,
diversity and local distinctiveness of the
natural environment and rural landscape of
Langham.
12. To protect the natural resources of the
parish – including water, air and soil.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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8. Assessment of LNP Policies vs. Rutland’s
Sustainability Objectives
The Langham Neighbourhood Plan contains 50 Policies:
• 13 in Housing and Renewal
• 5 in Public Safety and Security
• 3 in Cultural Heritage
• 9 in Natural Environment
• 2 in Community and Economy
• 18 in overall Design
Each of these Policies has, in its development, been aligned to the International,
National and Local policies outlined in Appendix 1 Tables 1a, 1b and 1c.
Furthermore, the impact of each of these policies has been tested against the List
of Sustainability Objectives for Rutland (taken from Table 10 above), which has,
itself, been drawn from the Key Sustainability Issues for Rutland (shown in Table
9 above.)
Particular attention has paid to Policy HR3a (highlighted in purple in Table 11),
which allocates possible sites for planned development to 2036 in Langham. This
policy makes reference to
a. sites that are within Langham’s Planned limits of development
(and so are included in RCC’s SEA Scoping Report) , and
b. three sites that are on the edge of, and just outside, the Planned
Limits of Development (and so are not covered by RCC’s SEA
Scoping Report).
For this reason, each of these latter three sites has been assessed separately
against the Sustainability Objectives for Rutland.
The key used in analysis is:
Strong Positive Impact
Slight Positive Impact
Positive & Negative Impact
Slight Negative Impact
Strong Negative Impact
Not Applicable
The analysis is shown in full in Table 10 below.
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HR5a

Collaboration
Public=Safety
Public=Services

CIL
Traffic=on=A606
Public=Transport

PSS5
CH1

Village=Conservation=Status
Sites=of=Historic=importance
Ancient=Parish=Boundaries
Rights=of=Way
Flooding

Utilities=Provision
Preserve=Village=Conservation=Status
Protect=Sites=of=Historic=importance
Protect=Ancient=Parish=Boundaries
Rights=of=Way
Flooding
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Biodiversity

Preserve=Brook=Banks=&=Hedgerow

NE5c
CE1

Shop=&=Post=Office
Health=&=Wellbeing
Character=&=Landscape

Build=Shop,=if=Viable
Improved=Medical=provision
Green=Spaces

D5

D4a

Traffic=Calming

D4c

D3h

Building=Materials

Footpaths

D3g

Driveways

Footpaths

D3f

Gardens

Street=Furniture

D3e

Windows=&=Doors

D4b

D#d

Roofs=&=Chimneys

Lighting

D3c

Highways=&=Traffic

D3b
Boundaries

D3a

Buildings
Layout

D2c

Trees
Parish=Architecture

D2a
Character

Character=of=Streets

D2b

D1c
Settlement=Pattern=&=

Areas=of=Housing

D1b
Brook=&=Bridges

Views

D1a

CE2

NE5b

Alternative=Energy=Generation

NE5a

Energy=Efficient=Build
Use=of=SV=Panels

NE4b

Protect=Borders=andBoundaries
Renewable=Energy

NE3

Green=Spaces

Preserve=Green=Spaces

NE4a

NE2b

Sewerage

NE2a

NE1

CH3

CH2

PSS4

Communication=Technology

PSS3

PSS1a

HR5b

HR4b
Developer/Community=

Developer=Contributions

HR4a

Single=New=Houses=&=Extensions

HR3c

Multiple=New=Housing=Design

Housing=Design=&=Layout

Retrospective=Planning

======Site=LNP14=(outside=PLD)

======Site=LNP06=(outside=PLD)

======Site=LNP04=(outside=PLD)

HR3b

HR3a

Windfall=Sites=

Land=Allocation

HR2c

Sites=LNP01,02,03=(withn=PLD)

HR2b

Preservation=of=Housing=Densities

HR2a

Preservation=Important=Green=Spaces

HR1c

Preservation=of=GSZ

Important=Green=Spaces

Gypsy/Traveller=Sites

HR1a
HR1b

Demographics=and=Housing

Demographic=Provision

Number=of=Houses
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Table 10: Assessment of LNP Policies against RCC’s Sustainability Objectives

Table 10a: Headings for table

RCC's$Sustainability$Objectives$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$RCC's$Sustainability$Objecti
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1.:To:create:high:
Will:it:help:to:support:
quality:employment: small:and:homeCbased:
opportunities:for:all businesses?
Will:it:help:support:
homeCworking?
Will:it:encourage:
people:to:gain:new:
skills:?
2.:To:encourage:
sustainable:business:
formation:and:
development

Will:it:improve:key:
skills:to:contribute:to:
business:
development?

Will:it:improve:
business:networking?
3.:To:promote:the:
Will:it:help:to:provide:
infrastructure:
the:infrastructure:to:
necessary:to:support: support:economic:
economic:growth:and: growth:in:the:Parish
attract:a:range:of:
business:types.
4.:To:help:achieve:a:
housing:stock:that:
meets:the:needs:of:
Langham.

Will:it:provide:housing:
affordable:to:all:
sections:of:the:
community?
Will:it:contribute:to:
energy:efficient:
homes?

5.:To:improve:access:
to:health:and:social:
care:provision:and:
maintain:good:health:
standards.

Will:it:improve:access:
to:health:or:social:care:
facilities?
Will:it:promote:a:
healthy:lifestyle?

*

*

*

6.:To:improve:
:Will:it:make:Langham:
community:safety:and: a:safer:place:to:live?
reduce:crime.
7.:To:promote:and:
Will:it:maintain:
support:the:
and/or:enhance:
development:of:
community:facilities?
community:facilities.
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D5

D4c

D4b

D4a

D3h

D3g

D3f

D3e

D#d

D3c

D3b

D3a

D2c

D2b

D2a

D1c

D1b

D1a

CE2

CE1

NE5c

NE5b

NE5a

NE4b

NE4a

NE3

NE2b

NE2a

NE1

CH3

CH2

CH1

PSS5

PSS4

PSS3

PSS1a

HR5b

HR5a

HR4b

HR4a

HR3c

HR3b

HR3a

HR2c

HR2b

HR2a

HR1c

HR1b

LNP$Policy$Number

HR1a

Table 10b - Sustainability Objectives 1-7

RCC's$Sustainability$Objectives$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$RCC's$Sustai
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8.;To;ensure;people;
continue;to;value;and;
enjoy;Langham’s;
Heritage;and;culture,;
and;can;participate;in;
recreational;activities;
whilst;preserving;and;
enhancing;the;
environment
9.To;conserve;or;
enhance;the;historic;
environment,;heritage;
assets;and;their;
settings.

10.;To;increase;
biodiversity;and;
geodiversity.

·Will;it;help;to;
increase;participation;
in;recreational;
activities?
Will;it;increase;
people’s;appreciation;
of;the;heritage;and;
culture;of;the;parish?
;Will;it;contribute;to;
the;local;character;of;
Langham?
Will;it;tackle;Heritage;
at;Risk?
Will;it;avoid;harm;to;
heritage;assets;and;
their;settings?
;Will;it;create;new;
areas;of;wildlife;
conservation?
Will;it;protect,;
improve;and;promote;
the;biodiversity;of;
Langham?

11.;To;;protect;and; Will;it;conserve;and;
enhance;the;character,; enhance;the;character;
diversity;and;local; and;diversity;of;the;
distinctiveness;of;the; rural;landscape;of;
natural;environment; Langham?
and;rural;landscape;of; Will;it;help;conserve;
Langham.
and;enhance;the;local;
distinctiveness;of;
Langham?
Will;it;protect;and;
enhance;Green;
Infrastructure?
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D5

D4c

D4b

D4a

D3h

D3g

D3f

D3e

D#d

D3c

D3b

D3a

D2c

D2b

D2a

D1c

D1b

D1a

CE2

CE1

NE5c

NE5b

NE5a

NE4b

NE4a

NE3

NE2b

NE2a

NE1

CH3

CH2

CH1

PSS5

PSS4

PSS3

PSS1a

HR5b

HR5a

HR4b

HR4a

HR3c

HR3b

HR3a

HR2c

HR2b

HR2a

HR1c

HR1b

LNP$Policy$Number

HR1a

Table 10c - Sustainability Objectives 8-11

RCC's$Sustainability$Objectives$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$RCC's$Sus
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D5

D4c

D4b

D4a

D3h

D3g

D3f

D3e

D#d

D3c

D3b

D3a

D2c

D2b

D2a

D1c

D1b

D1a

CE2

CE1

NE5c

NE5b

NE5a

NE4b

NE4a

NE3

NE2b

NE2a

NE1

CH3

CH2

CH1

PSS5

PSS4

PSS3

PSS1a

HR5b

HR5a

HR4b

HR4a

HR3c

HR3b

HR3a

HR2c

HR2b

HR2a

HR1c

HR1b

LNP$Policy$Number

HR1a

Table 10d - Sustainability Objectives 12-16
12.7To7protect7the7
7Will7it7make7use7of7
natural7resources7of7 previously7developed7
the7parish7P7including7 land?
air,7water7and7soil
7Will7it7reduce7levels7of7
pollution?
13.7To7minimize7
energy7usage7and7
promote7the7use7of7
renewable7energy7
sources
14.7To7reduce7the7
adverse7effects7of7
traffic7and7improve7
transport7
infrastructure.

Will7it7improve7energy7
efficiency7of7
dwellings?
7Will7it7reduce7traffic7
congestion?
7Will7it7reduce7the7
need7to7travel7by7car?

Will7it7encourage7the7
use7of7public7
transport,7walking7
and/or7cycling?
15.7To7reduce7the7risk7 7Will7it7avoid7
and7impact7of7flooding. development7if7Flood7
Risk7areas?
Will7it7reduce7flood7
risk7and/or7ensure7
that7development7does7
not7increase7flood7risk7
elsewhere?

16.7Reduce7emissions7 Will7it7reduce7or7
of7greenhouse7gases7 minimize7greenhouse7
that7cause7climate7
gas7emissions?
change7and7adapt7to7
its7effects.

Strong7Positive
Slight7Positive
Neutral/none
Slight7Negative
Strong7Negative
*

The7design7and7layout7of7housing7built7here7needs7to7be7open,7with7shared7community7space7and7easy7access7to7the7countryside77P7all7these7are7seen7to7encourage7people7moving7into7a7new7house7in7Langham7to7be7able7to7lead7a7healthy7and7community7centred7life
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9. Effects of the Policies and Conclusions.
1. This report builds on the SEA Screening Report and the SEA Scoping Report
which were both submitted to five agencies for comment
a. Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire Environmental Agency
b. Leicestershire Environmental Agency
c. Historic England
d. Natural England
e. Rutland County Council
(see SD2,2a,2b,2c and 2d for details of all consultations)
2. Comments received have been included in the Plan – and the changes
communicated with those that offered comment, to prove that their
suggestions had, indeed, been acted upon. (see Appendices 1a & 1b)
3. This report follows the relevant guidance outlined in the National Planning
Policy Framework and associated Planning Practice Guidance.
4. The report shows that the Policies in the LNP will have minimal negative
impact and that all due care and attention has been paid to ensure that is the
case, whilst still pursuing a moderate growth strategy for Langham to 2036.

Sign off and Next Steps
5. Having completed the full and detailed consultation of all of the Langham

Neighbourhood Plan (LNP) and its three SEA reports, the Langham
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group signed off the LNP on April 16th
2016.
6. Langham Parish Council voted unanimously on May 24th to submit the

report to RCC.

7. The report was submitted on May 25th 2016.
8. Rutland County Council, having read all iterations of the LNP, are now to

present the final version to Cabinet on June 21 2016.
9. Thereafter it will undergo examination by a National Assessor.
10. Once the National Assessor is satisfied that the LNP is robust, aligned and

fulfils the criteria for an effective Development Plan, the Plan will go to
referendum.

11. If, at referendum, than 50% of the votes are in favour of the adoption of

the Plan, it will be adopted as a key Planning Document by Rutland
County Council and Langham Parish Council.
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Appendix 1: Changes made to Objectives and Policies due to consultation
Appendix 1a: Original and Final Objectives
1. In constructing the Plan, the community required that a series of objectives be
met by the Plan.
2. The objectives were written and, on consultation, a few were changed because
of the views of the community or of a stakeholder or of a key consulting body.
• Those written in black are the original objectives.
• Those written in blue are the final objectives
• And the rationale behind those changes is written in green italic beneath
each.
Objectives HR1: Demographics and Housing
To provide for the growth in Langham’s population that is expected from
demographic data and to ensure that there are sufficient suitable homes both to
support a growing elderly population and to attract more of the younger generation.
Objectives HR2: Important Green Zones
·To safeguard the geographical separation of Langham from Oakham by establishing
a Green Separation Zone (GSZ) where building and development is forbidden.
·To ensure the green areas throughout the village, whether protected or otherwise,
remain a significant part of the Langham landscape.
Objectives HR3: Land Allocation
To support RCC policy and Langham’s strategy of managed growth, by identifying
those sites in the parish across which the building of an average of no more than three
new dwellings per year to 2036 would be acceptable to the community.
Objectives HR3: Land Allocation
To support RCC Policy and Langham’s strategy of managed moderate growth by
identifying those sites in the parish across which 28 new houses may be built to 2036,
to supplement the anticipated increase in housing stock through windfall of 30 new
houses in the same period.
People were unclear what Windfall housing was and how the number of windfall houses,
despite being impossible to predict, had to be included in growth predictions. There was
also concern that the proposed number of new houses was too high – but RCC’s Local
Plan Review Document clarified that this number was exactly in line with their
predictions.
Objectives HR4: Housing Design and Layout
·To ensure new housing developments comprise small cul-de-sacs or clusters of
houses, incorporating green space and complementing the locality in terms of design,
materials and landscape.
·To ensure that extensions and additions to existing homes reflect the original house
in terms of design, materials and landscape.
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·To encourage the use of environmentally friendly design and energy-efficient
materials.
Objective HR5: Developer Contributions
To ensure that a developer adds value to the community by complementing what is
here today and investing in the community for tomorrow.
To define the parish’s priority spend list for any Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
money that Langham receives.
Objective EI1: Traffic A606
To improve the A606 in order that access to, across and along this main traffic artery
through the parish is safer for all users – motorists, pedestrians, cyclists and
wheelchair/mobility scooter users.
Objective PSS1: Public Safety - Traffic A606
To improve physical safety issues involving traffic through Langham on the A606.
Present and increasing volumes of traffic threaten the physical safety and health of
present residents and road users, and if unaddressed, would be exacerbated to
unacceptable levels by further housing development in Langham.
This Policy was one of the highest scoring. However, the original wording did not give a
good enough sustainable reason for its inclusion. Because what drove the need for the
Policy was safety of the road users and Langham community, this whole section was renamed to reflect its prime purpose – Public Safety and Services.
ObjectiveEI2: Traffic within the village
Through traffic. To enable safe vehicular access throughout the village by the
management of the size, volume and speed of traffic on the narrow village roads.
Parking. To ensure that parking on village roads, whether by residents or visitors,
enables safe passage to all road and pavement users at all times.
Objective PSS2: Public Safety - Traffic within the village
Through traffic. To enable safe vehicular access throughout the village by the
management of the size, volume and speed of traffic on the narrow village roads.
Parking. To ensure that parking on village roads, whether by residents or visitors,
enables safe passage at all times to all road and pavement users, especially emergency
vehicles and services.
It became more and more apparent that inconvenient parking itself was not a Policy as
the drivers involved did not take heed of RCC directives on considerate parking. However,
when an ambulance was almost too late to save an elderly resident because it could not
get past parked cars, it became very clear that the policy was a ‘safety’ policy.
Objective EI3: Public Transport
To improve the levels of access to public transport services, with the provision of
additional boarding points, provision of late services and improved integration with
other transport services.
Objective PSS3: Public Services - Public Transport
To improve the accessibility of increased employment and leisure opportunities by
enhancing the public transport services for Langham.
In this instance, improved bus services is desirable for leisure pursuits, but becomes ever
more critical for residents who wish to access work opportunities outside the parish – so
the objective was re-worded to reflect its role in improving access to employment.
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Objective E4: Communication Technology
To promote the enhancement of high-speed broadband, and the penetration of mobile
phone reception throughout the parish to support leisure, business and home working
use.
Objective PSS4: Public Services - Communication Technology
To promote the enhancement of Langham’s broadband provision.
The objective was modified as availability of mobile phone reception was seen to be
nothing to do with RCC.
Objective E5: Utilities Provision
To ensure that, as the parish grows, improvements and additions are made to the
essential utilities in order that service levels remain high.
Objective PSS5: Public Safety - Utilities Provision
To ensure that, as the parish grows, improvements and additions are made to the
essential utilities in order that service levels remain high.
Just the title change to reflect that the objective is to maintain Public Services.
Objective CH1: Village Conservation Status
To preserve and manage the village’s Conservation Status.
Objective CH2: Buildings and Structures
To ensure that sites in the parish of historical significance are protected, conserved
and enhanced.
Objective CH3: Parish Boundary
To conserve, restore and improve the 400-year-old parish boundary for future
generations.
Objective NE1: Rights of Way
To ensure that the rights of way network is protected and enhanced as Langham
grows and develops.
Objective NE2: Flooding
Improve the management of present flood risk in Langham village and ensure that
future development does not exacerbate the risk of flooding.
Objective NE2: Flooding
Improve the management of present flood risk in Langham, ensuring future
residential development is not located in areas at risk of flooding, and that it does not
exacerbate the risk of flooding and where possible reduces the risk.
The community felt that the objective should go further and encourage any opportunity
actually to reduce flood risk as well. The Environment Agencies also encouraged this
approach and recommended that all sites were subject to the Sequential Test for
Flooding – which was included in the Plan. Lincolnshire and Northampton Environment
Agency proposed the final wording.
Objective NE3: Green Spaces
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Protect and enhance all areas of green space, private and public, throughout the
parish to sustain the open visual character of the village and to provide sites for
recreation and relaxation.
Objective NE4: Biodiversity
Protect and enhance wildlife havens and green infrastructure in order to support and
sustain protected species and to encourage biodiversity.
Objective NE5: Renewable Energy
Ensure that homeowners and developers use energy-efficient design and affordable
renewable energy sources that minimise the impact on both the local environment
and the landscape character.
Objectives ED1: Langham Primary School and Nursery
·To ensure that Langham Church of England Primary School continues to provide
outstanding education whilst remaining a small, rural village school which also
provides for a limited local catchment area.
·To ensure that Langham’s provision of childcare, from birth to age 11, is sustained
and enhanced.
Objective ED2: Secondary and Post-16 Education
To ensure that secondary college places, post-16 places and adult learning in the
village is available and accessible.
Objective ED2: Secondary and Post-16 Education
To ensure that secondary college places, post-16 places and adult learning are
available and accessible to the community.
Slight re-wording to clarify that all such opportunities should be available to the
community but may not necessarily be found in Langham itself.
Objective ED3: Activities and Sports
To ensure the availability of accessible, healthy and attractive locations for a growing
range of leisure and sports activities to suit all ages.
Objective CE1: Community Needs – Shop and Post Office
·To increase the number of hours a week that the local post office operates.
·To determine the viability of a village shop and, if viable, set one up.
Objective CE2: Leisure and Culture
·_To ensure there is adequate provision for play and sport activities for children that
is safe and accessible.
·To ensure that everyone in Langham knows what leisure and cultural activities are
available to them, and how to access them.
Objective CE3: Economy
·To encourage local investment in local businesses.
·To improve the effectiveness of home workers through the provision of shared
expenditure and shared ideas via a business hub.
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Objective CE4: Health and Well-being
To improve access to health care services, especially for the young, the frail and
physically disadvantaged.
Objective CE5: Crime and Security
To ensure the community is best prepared to minimise and withstand the impact of
crime.
Objective CE6: Communication
To ensure that the network of communication methods and mechanisms leaves the
community feeling well-informed and included.
Objective D: Design
To provide a check list for all planning decisions that will ensure that the future growth of
Langham is sustainable and perpetuates the parish’s distinctive character.
This objective was added after the recommendation from RCC that the Village Design
Statement should be up-dated and put into the LNP as a section called ‘Design’
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Appendix 1b: Original and Final Policies
Original Policy at July 2015

Final Policy at May 2016

Policy HR1a: Demographics & Housing – Number
of Houses
In line with RCC policy and to enable the delivery of
an overall moderate growth strategy for Langham, this
Plan supports the development of an average of 3
houses per year to 2036.

Policy HR1a: Demographics & Housing – Number of
Houses
In line with RCC policy and to enable the delivery of an overall
moderate growth strategy for Langham, this plan supports the
planned development of 28 new houses per year to 2036. In
addition, it anticipates that a further 30 new houses will be built
which will arise through the unplanned, windfall route. This will
result in 58 new houses to the year 2036.
Policy HR1b: Demographics & Housing - Demographic
Provision
This plan requires that, of the 28 planned new houses, a
proportion is designed specifically
• to meet the needs of the over 55's.
• to meet the needs of new families, those seeking a starter
home, and those looking for affordable housing.
• to allow both buying and renting options.
Policy HR1c: Demographics & Housing – Gypsy/Traveller
Sites
The Plan supports the RCC Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation
Study of 2013, which states there is no requirement for further
sites in Langham – private, public or transit. Nor is there any
requirement to extend the existing sites beyond their current
size
Policy HR2a: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
Green Separation Zone
In line with RCC’s Review of Important Green Spaces 2012
and the Landscape Character Assessment, this Plan will
enforce a Green Separation Zone between the southern
Planned Limit of Development and the southern Parish
Boundary to preserve the rural setting of the parish.

Demographics & Housing – Demographic
Provision
The Plan supports the building of new homes designed with the needs of the over-55 population in
mind.
The Plan further supports the building of homes that
provide buying or renting options to young families
and those seeking their first home
Demographics & Housing – Gypsy/Traveller Sites
The Plan supports the RCC Gypsy & Traveller
Accommodation Study of 2013, which states there is
no requirement for further sites in Langham – private,
public or transit.
All housing to meet the requirements of the
policies within this Plan.
Important Green Zones – Preservation of Green
Separation Zone
In line with RCCs Review of Important Green Spaces
2012 this Plan will enforce a Green Separation Zone
(GSZ) between the southern Planned Limit of
Development and the southern Parish Boundary to
preserve the rural setting of the parish. (See Figure
4.4)
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More clarity about
the balance
between
development and
maintaining
important open
(green) spaces.

Important Green Zones – Preservation of the
Important Open Spaces
In accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS23 no
further development will be permitted on Important
Green Space within the Planned Limits of
Development beyond that proposed in this Plan and
acknowledged in its policies.

Policy HR2b: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
the Important Open Spaces
In accordance with core Strategy Policy CS23 and the
Landscape Character Assessment no further development will
be permitted on protected Green Space within the Planned
Limits of Development beyond that proposed in this Plan and
acknowledged in its policies (see Figure 1.5)
Important green fields and landscapes will be pre-served in
order to perpetuate and preserve the distinctive character and
setting of Langham

Important Green Zones – Preservation of Housing
Densities
Any planning application for new housing must
include a clear demonstration that the ratio of green
space (including garden and communal grassed
areas) to brick and gravel is consistent with that of the
immediate surrounding area.
Any larger developments of five or more houses must
reflect a density of no more than 30 dwellings per
hectare and provide shared green space for
communal gathering and activities
Land Allocation – Windfall
Windfall sites within the Planned Limits of
Development will be the preferred sites for
development and are expected to meet a requirement
of 1-2 new houses per year.

Policy HR2c: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
Housing Densities
• Any planning application for new housing must include a
clear demonstration that the ratio of green space (including
garden and communal grassed areas) to brick & gravel is
consistent with that of the immediate surrounding area.
• Any larger developments of five or more houses must reflect
a density of no more than 30 dwellings per hectare and
provide shared green space for communal gathering and
activities.
Policy HR3a: Land Allocation – Windfall Sites
Windfall sites within the Planned Limits of Development are
expected to meet a maximum of 30 new houses to 2036.

Clarity that this
relates only to
windfall sites

Land Allocation – Secondary
Windfall sites alone are unlikely meet the housing
requirements to 2036, and so this Plan supports small
developments of a density no more than 30 houses
per hectare (as described in HR4a) on the following

Policy HR3b: Land Allocation –Planned
In addition to the sites in HR3a, this Plan requires the
development 28 new houses to 2036. These new homes are to
be carefully planned, their layout density to be in line with
HR4a, and their location to be on one or more of the following

Clarity that these
are planned for
rather than
windfall.
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sites:
·Primary Sites are LNP01, LNP02, LNP03, LNP04,
LNP11 and LNP15.
·Secondary Sites are LNP06 and LNP14, and will
only be considered if other land has not been
developed to fulfill all or part of the requirement for 28
to 38non-windfall houses to 2036, in line with RCC
policy and the policies of this Plan.
All such developments must meet the criteria of all
policies of this Plan
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sites, and in this order of priority:
• LNP01 - 03 which are within the PLD
• LNP04 – which is a small site on the western edge of the
PLD, bordered on two sides by houses and on one side by
the A606,
• Following RCC’s recent Call for Sites, and in accordance
with the principles of the National Planning Policy
Framework, any identified brownfield site, not of high
environmental value, on the edge of the PLD (east, west or
north) that meets the criteria of the RCC Planning Policy,
• LNP06 and LNP14 only to be considered if the requirement
for 58 houses over 20 years has not been met by the
above and by HR3a.
All such developments must meet the criteria of all
policies of this Plan and must undergo the Sequential Test
for Flooding.

Land Allocation – Retrospective Planning
This Plan demands that retrospective planning
permission will not be given, under any circumstance,
for any site in the parish, whether publicly or privately
owned, which has been occupied without prior
planning permission

Policy HR3c: Land Allocation – Retrospective Planning
This Plan urges RCC to enforce existing Planning Policy
consistently, and specifically in regard to any site in the parish,
whether publicly or privately owned, which has been occupied
without prior planning permission. This is in line with NPPF
policy, which speaks of ‘power to counter deliberate deception
or concealment to avoid planning regulations’.

Housing Design & Layout – Multiple New Housing
Where more than one house is built the Planning
Application must reflect, in a Design and Access
Statement (DAS), the following:
·Grouping of houses to form a sense of community
where a shared green space allows for play or rest. T
he preferred groupings are Crescent, cul-de-sac and

Policy HR4a: Housing Design & Layout – Multiple New
Housing. Where more than three houses are built the
Planning Application must reflect the following:
·Grouping of houses to form a sense of community where a
shared green space allows for play or rest. The preferred
groupings are Crescent cul-de-sac and clusters. (see SD4)
·A mixture of housing sizes and designs, in line with the
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clusters. (See SD4a)
·A mixture of housing sizes and designs, in line with
the existing mix in Langham today, and to support the
future demographic requirements of a growing elderly
population with a need to attract first time
buyers/young families.
·The housing densities on the proposed potential
development sites will not exceed 30 houses per
hectare
·Design must take into account all of the criteria as
laid out in Langham’s Village Design Statement
of2002 (SD6a) which addresses:
• House style and size
• Street character
• Materials
• Open spaces
• Street Scene
• Change of use
Energy efficient and environmentally friendly
materials and design are included.
This DAS must be put to Langham Parish Council for
comment and review, and any resulting modifications
required must be met before planning permission is
granted .
Housing Design & Layout – Single New Houses
and Extensions
New single houses and extensions to existing homes
must
• Reflect the building density of their locality
• Comply with the design criteria in Policy HR4a
Developer Contributions
Developers of three or more houses must
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existing mix in Langham today, and to support the future
demographic requirements of a growing elderly population with
a need to at-tract first time buyers/young families.
·The housing densities on the proposed potential
development sites will not exceed 30 houses per hectare.
·Design must take into account all of the criteria as laid out in
the Design section (10) of this Plan which addresses:
• · House style and size
• Street character
• Materials
• Open spaces
• Street Scene
• Change of use
Energy efficient and environmentally friendly materials and
design are included.
Where a Design and Access Statement (DAS) is required, it
must be put to Langham Parish Council for comment and
review before planning permission is granted.

Policy HR4b: Housing Design & Layout – Single New
Houses and Extensions
New single houses and extensions to existing homes must:
• Reflect the building density of their locality
• Comply with the design criteria in Policy HR4a and in
Section 10, Design, of this Plan.
Policy HR5a: Developer/Community
Collaboration
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demonstrate in a Design and Access Statement how
their proposed development reinforces Langham’s
character and heritage. The statement must set out
how the proposals follow the policies and guidance in
relevant national and local documents as well as this
Plan.
The Design and Access Statement must address the
following:

•
•
•

Context and character
Historic character
Connection with all areas of the village

•

Quality for pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders
and physically disadvantaged

•
•
•

Development density and build quality
Traffic flow and parking
Landscaping and access to open green
spaces
Access to broadband
Play provision

•
•

This DAS must be put to Langham Parish Council for
comment and review, and any resulting modifications
required must be met before planning permission is
granted .
Developer Contributions – Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The Plan endorses the RCC’s CIL exemption level of
‘fewer than 5 houses’ and supports that any single
developer and/or site owner that builds 5 houses or
more over a 10-year period in Langham will be
subject to CIL.
The Plan further supports the spending of CIL monies as
described by Langham Parish Council in the CIL
schedule for Langham below.
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Developers of three or more houses must demonstrate in a
Design and Access Statement how their proposed
development reinforces Langham’s character and heritage.
The statement must set out how the proposals follow the
policies and guidance in relevant national and local documents
as well as this Plan.
The Design and Access Statement must address the following: -

•
•
•

Context and character
Historic character
Connection with all areas of the village

•

Quality for pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders and
physically disadvantaged

•
•
•
•
•
•

Development density and build quality
Traffic flow and parking
Landscaping and access to open green spaces
Access to broadband
Environmental footprint
Play provision

Where a Design and Access Statement (DAS) is required, it
must be put to Langham Parish Council for comment and
review before planning permission is granted
Policy HR5b: Developer/Community Collaboration –
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The Plan endorses the RCC’s CIL policy.
The Plan further supports the spending of CIL monies as
described by Langham Parish Council in the CIL schedule for
Langham as follows:
Any monies due to Langham Parish Council as part of RCC
Infrastructure Levy will be spent on one or more of the
following;
• Extension to the Burial Ground
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• Replacement bus shelters
• Improvements to the village hall
• Additional Play Equipment in the playing field

• Highways infrastructure and parking provision which does
not fall under the responsibilities of RCC’s High-ways
department
• Acquisition and development of community assets (subject
to favourable viability reports)
o eg. The establishment of a village shop
o eg. The establishment of a community business hub
• The enhancement of Community Support Provision
o e.g. Additional support for access to medical facilities
by the young, the frail and the physically disadvantaged
• Cycle paths and footpaths (where they are not the
responsibility of RCC)

Traffic (Safety)
The Plan supports any action by RCC that will
improve the safety of the A606 through Langham for
motorists, pedestrians, cyclists and
wheelchair/mobility scooter users.
In particular, the plan will support the installation of:
·Two controlled pedestrian crossing points on
theA606 – a ‘Puffin Crossing’ just north of The Range
entrance, and a ‘Pelican Crossing’ just south of the
junction of the Burley Road and the A606.

Policy PSS1a: Public Safety – Traffic A606
In line with the NPPF and with RCC’s vision (1.53 a and g) and
strategic objectives 5 and 6 which all emphasise the
importance of making the roads safer and so contribute to a
strong and safe community, this Plan encourages RCC to take
early action to reduce the following:
• The speed and volume of traffic that threatens the physical
safety of the public on the A606
• The noise, vibration and air pollution resulting from this
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·Two mini-roundabouts – one at the junction of
theA606 and the Whissendine Road, and the second
at the junction of the A606 and the Burley Road.
·Re-siting both vehicle-activated signs to inside the
gateways at the north and south of the village.
·Speed countdown markers immediately before the
gateways north and south of the village.
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traffic that threatens the health and well-being of the
community
Such early action will ensure the viability and sustainability of
Langham’s population growth.

Traffic (Environment)
The Plan requires that action be taken to minimise the
adverse environmental impact of visual intrusion, noise,
vibration, disturbance, community severance, dust and
air pollution created by the growing levels of traffic on
the A606

Proposal PSS1a: Public Safety - Traffic A606
The Plan, in particular supports:
• Assessments of crossing requirements undertaken on
traffic flow and pedestrian usage (reference LTN 1/95and
2/95) for two pedestrian-controlled crossing points on the
A606 – one north of the A606/The Range junction and one
south of the A606/Burley Road junction.
• Assessments of traffic management for safe access to and
from the A606 at the Whissendine junction, and the Burley
Road junction e.g. mini-roundabouts.
• The use and maintenance of speed countdown markers
before the gateways north, south and east of the village

Public Transport
The Plan supports RCC’s collaboration with
Centrebus to extend and improve an integrated bus
service with particular regard for:
• An increased breadth of service
o more frequent
o Later evening service
o Sunday service
• An alignment of bus and local train service timetables
• Additional request-only boarding points

Policy PSS3: Public Services – Public Transport
This Plan supports RCC’s strategic objective 1.43, to increase
the range and accessibility of employment and social
opportunities by seeking RCC’s focus on improving the
frequency, accessibility and integration of the local bus service.
Proposal PSS3: Public Services - Public Transport
The Plan seeks the collaboration of Langham Parish Council with
RCC and Centrebus to extend and improve an integrated bus
service with particular regard for
• An increased breadth of service
o more frequent
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o Later evening service
o Sunday service
• An alignment of bus and local train service time-tables
• Additional request-only boarding points
Communication Technology
The plan supports the Digital Rutland Initiative to
improve broadband and speed
Utilities Provision
Any Design and Access Statement (DAS) for
development must describe how water management
will be addressed – flood risk, water supply and
sewage

Policy PSS4: Public Services - Communication
Technology
The plan supports the enhancement of high-speed broadband
provision in Langham to 100Mb/s by 2020.
Policy PSS5: Public Services –Utilities Provision
This Plan stresses the importance that, before planning
permission is granted for any new development, that the
following checks are carried out and addressed:
·Flood Risk assessment using the Sequential Flooding Test
·The capacity and integrity of the water supply
·The use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) where
appropriate, to manage the quality of ground water soak away.

Village Conservation Status
Ensure that the conservation status of Langham is
preserved in line with the details in the VDS.
Add new items to the preservation list as required

Policy CH1: Village Conservation Status
Development in the Conservation Area will only be
acceptable where the scale, form, siting and design of the
development, as well as the materials proposed, would
preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the
area – as detailed in section 10, Design, of this Plan.

Buildings and Structures
Ensure areas for development are assessed for
historical and cultural importance before planning
permission is granted – for example by reference to
historical data from the Langham Village History
Group.

Policy CH2: Sites of Historical Importance
This Plan supports the assessment of the historical and
cultural importance of any areas for development before
planning permission is granted. Reference should be made to
historical data from section 10, Design, of this Plan and to
Langham Village History Group.
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Parish Boundary. Ensure that the condition of
Loudall Lane is improved, particularly with respect to
restoring ancient hedgerow to protect and preserve
the northern Parish boundary.
The southern boundary is a green corridor between
Langham and Oakham and must be maintained both
as part of the heritage of the Parish and as a
necessary separation zone between the two
locations.
New developments must not compromise any aspect
of the integrity of the Parish boundary.
Rights of Way
This Plan requires that any developer must protect
the existing Rights of Way network throughout
Langham parish. Furthermore, developers will be
expected to contribute to the maintenance and
enhancement of this network. (Proposed
enhancements are detailed in SD7 Proposal NE1a.)
Flooding
This Plan requires a thorough Flood Risk
Assessment, in line with the Environment Agency’s
standing ad-vice, to be carried out for any
development that is within a flood risk area and/or
could potentially affect one. This Policy works in
conjunction with Policy NE4a.

Flooding
Rutland County Council (RCC) will carry out annual
summer inspections of the brook and ensure the
riparian owners and Highways department fulfill their
maintenance and repair obligations.
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Policy CH3: Ancient Parish Boundaries
The southern boundary is a green corridor between Langham
and Oakham and this Plan urges that it be maintained, both as
part of the heritage of the Parish and as a necessary
separation zone between the two locations.
New developments must not compromise any aspect of the
integrity of the ancient Parish boundary or the green corridor.

Policy NE1: Rights of Way
Grant of Planning permission should ensure that any
development protects the existing Rights of Way network
throughout Langham parish, and should, where possible,
provide for a contribution to the maintenance and
enhancement of this network
Policy NE2a: Flooding
The Plan requires a thorough flood risk assessment in line
with the Environment Agency’s standing advice and the
National Planning Practice Guidance 2014 to be carried out
for any development that is within the flood-risk area, or,
could potentially affect one. The Sequential Test should be
applied with respect to land within Flood Zone 2 or 3 (whilst
recognising the potential uncertainties within the existing
flood maps). Sustainable Urban Drainage systems should
be employed for new developments.
Community Action Ne2b: Flooding
The Community seeks the continuation of annual inspections
of Langham Brook as currently carried out by Rutland County
Council Environment Officer as part of ensuring the riparian
owners fulfill their maintenance and repair obligations.
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Flooding
For granting of planning permission for further
developments, a sufficiently robust determination of
the sewage system capacity will be required to ensure
that the sewer network can accommodate the
additional demand either in its existing form or
through planned improvements in advance of the
construction of the development.

Policy NE2b: Flooding
Where planning permission is to be granted for further
developments, this must be accompanied by a suitably
robust determination of the sewerage capacity and, where
required, system improvements stipulated as conditions of
planning. This must ensure that there is no future
deterioration of surface water or ground-water quality

Green Spaces
The small greens and open spaces identified in the
Langham Village Design Statement 2002 (see SD6a)
must be safeguarded and enhanced. Similar
protection must be afforded the hedges and trees that
contribute to the street scene of the village.

Policy NE3: Green Spaces
The small greens and open spaces identified in the sections 4
and 10 of the Plan including specifically Penman’s Field and
Munday’s Close must be safeguarded and enhanced. Similar
protection must be afforded the hedges and trees that
contribute to the street scene of the village, including
specifically the verge and hedges bordering Penman’s Field,
and part of the verge north of Manor Lane.
Policy NE4a: Biodiversity
The area within 25m of the brook and its bank will be protected
from any further development.

Biodiversity
No further development will be permitted within 25m
of the whole green corridor comprising the brook and
its banks.
Biodiversity
No housing or highways development will be permitted in the following important areas of woodland and
hedgerow:
• on both sides of the Cold Overton Road between
Ranksborough Farm and Pasture Farm
• that make up the ancient parish boundary hedgerow, notably on the western and southern side
• that border the canal_
Biodiversity
This Plan supports the RCC/Leicestershire & Rutland
Wildlife Trust’s verge maintenance programme and
would have the programme extended to include

Addition of an
existing area that
needs protection

Policy NE4b: Biodiversity
The following areas of woodland and hedgerow will be
protected from any development:
• both sides of the Cold Overton Road between
Ranksborough Farm and Pasture Farm
• the ancient parish boundary hedgerow, notably on the
western and southern side
• that border the canal
Proposal NE4a: Biodiversity
This Plan supports the RCC/Leicestershire & Rutland Wildlife
Trust’s verge maintenance programme and the Parish Council
should advocate extension of this programme to include
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important verges such as those on Ashwell Road.
Renewable Energy
All housing developments will be required to meet at
least the minimum energy efficiency standards of the
Code for Sustainable Homes. Planning permission
terms for future housing developments in Langham
will encourage, by the strongest means possible, the
use of renewable energy sources.

important verges such as those on Ashwell Road
Policy NE5a: Renewable Energy
All housing developments will be required to meet at least the
minimum energy efficiency standards of the Code for
Sustainable Homes. Planning permission terms for future
housing developments in Langham will encourage, by the
strongest means possible, the use of renewable energy
sources.

Renewable Energy
Householders will be encouraged to contribute to
energy sustainability through renewable sources, as
ad-vised by bodies such as Energy Action for
Rutland. Whilst the installation of individual systems
of solar photovoltaic panels and solar thermal panels
on house roofs are acceptable (Listed Buildings
excluded), the noise and visual impact of single small
wind turbines mean they are not acceptable.
Renewable Energy
The negative impact, on the preservation and
enhancement of the natural and cultural environment,
of large scale renewable energy
generators such as anaerobic digesters, solar farms
or wind farms make them unacceptable to this Plan

Policy NE5b: Renewable Energy
Householders will be encouraged to contribute to energy
sustainability through renewable sources, as advised by bodies
such as Energy Action for Rutland. The process of satisfying
any Planning or Building Regulation requirements for the
installation of solar photovoltaic-panels or solar thermal panels
on houses will be made as simple and inexpensive as
possible.

Primary and Pre-school Provision
This Plan strongly recommends that Langham Church
of England Primary School remains a parish school
for parish children and whose optimal size is
maintained by addition of pupils from a carefully
managed local catchment area.
Secondary Education
In line with CS7 of the Core Strategy, this Plan

Proposal ED1: Primary & Pre-school Provision
This Plan strongly recommends that Langham Church of
England Primary School remains a parish school for parish
children with an optimal size which is maintained by the
addition of pupils from a carefully managed local catchment
area.
Proposal ED2a: Secondary and Post-16 Education
In line with CS7 of the Core Strategy, this Plan supports the

Policy.

Policy NE5c: Renewable Energy
Decisions on planning applications for anaerobic digesters or
wind farms should give maximum weighting to the negative
impact on the preservation and enhancement of the natural
and cultural environment and food production. Decisions on
planning applications for single, small wind turbines will take
full account of the noise and visual impact.
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supports the right of Langham parish children aged
11+ to priority access to their most accessible
secondary school at Catmose College.
16+ Education
This Plan requires that RCC’s options for 16+
education, are, not only clearly defined, but their
communication is targeted and timely.

right of Langham parish children aged 11+ to priority access to
their most accessible secondary school at Catmose College.

Community Needs – Shop & Post Office
The Plan proposes that Section106 money be made
available to support the establishment, subject to a
positive viability study, of:
•
A village shop
•
A parish business hub

Policy CE1: Community Needs – Shop & Post Office
The Plan proposes that Section106 money be made available
to support the establishment, subject to a positive viability
study, of:
•
A village shop
•
A parish business hub

Health and Well-being
The Plan would support any action by RCC to
improve the provision of, and access to, the services
of the Medical Centre in Oakham, with particular
reference to:
• Better transport options
• An increase in doctor and nurse availability
• the introduction of a mobile GP to visit the frail &
infirm in more rural locations.

Policy CE4: Health and Well-being
The Plan would support any action by RCC to improve the
provision of, and access to, the services of the Medical Centre
in Oakham, with particular reference to:
• Better transport options
• An increase in doctor and nurse availability
• the introduction of a mobile GP to visit the frail & infirm in
more rural locations.

Proposal ED2b: 16+ Education
The Plan requires that RCC’s options for 16+ education, are
not only clearly defined, but their communication is targeted
and timely.
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Policies D1: Character of the Landscape
D1a(i). The Plan supports the planned limits of
development (PLD) for Langham in the Rutland Core
Strategy.
D1a(ii) The small greens and open spaces identified
in the Plan should be safeguarded, wherever
possible.
D1a(iii) This Plan recognizes that the required
increase in number of homes over the next 20 years
cannot be accommodated within the existing Planned
Limits of Development if important Open Green
Spaces are also to be retained. So the Plan supports
carefully planned small developments on the edges of
the PLD (north, west and east) as described in the
Housing and Renewal section HR3, and in Policies
HR3a and HR3b.
D1b The village views identified in the Plan should be
safeguarded, wherever possible, and not obscured by
further building.
D1c(i) The Brook, including its paths and banks,
should be retained in its natural state to protect its
visual importance and wildlife habitat.
D1c(ii) The bridge on Church Street should be
retained in its present form and scale.
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Policies D1: Character of the Landscape
D1a(i). The Plan supports the planned limits of development
(PLD) for Langham in the Rutland Core Strategy.
D1a(ii) The small greens and open spaces identified in the
Plan should be safeguarded, wherever possible.
D1a(iii) This Plan recognizes that the required increase in
number of homes over the next 20 years cannot be
accommodated within the existing Planned Limits of
Development if important Open Green Spaces are also to be
retained. So the Plan supports carefully planned small
developments on the edges of the PLD (north, west and east)
as described in the Housing and Renewal section HR3, and in
Policies HR3a and HR3b.
D1b The village views identified in the Plan should be
safeguarded, wherever possible, and not obscured by further
building.
D1c(i) The Brook, including its paths and banks, should be
retained in its natural state to protect its visual importance and
wildlife habitat.
D1c(ii) The bridge on Church Street should be retained in its
present form and scale.
D1a(iii) This Plan recognizes that the required increase in
number of homes over the next 20 years cannot all be
accommodated within the existing Planned Limits of
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D1c(iii) Other bridges in the village should be
refurbished to a visually attractive standard in keeping
with the village character, as opportunities arise.

Development (PLD) if important Open Green Spaces are also
to be retained. So the Plan supports Windfall Sites and sites
LNP01, 02 and 03 within the PLD as well as carefully planned
small developments on the edges of the PLD (LNP04, 06 and
14) as described in the Housing and Renewal section HR3,
and in Policies HR3a and HR3b

Policies D2: Settlement Pattern and Character
D2a A mixture of sizes, types and scale of housing,
including affordable housing, should be reflected in
new development.
D2b(i) Grass verges should be maintained to their
original width (unless their narrowness causes a
safety issue). The varied verge and path widths
should be retained and used as style examples in
new developments.
D2b(ii) Where hard edging is necessary, stone sets
should be used, wherever possible, in keeping with
the village style.
D2c(i) Ideally the removal of mature trees should only
be as a last resort and then with appropriate
replacement planting.
D2c(ii) The Ranksborough Hall Park is an important
area for trees and wildlife and this aspect should be
safeguarded, wherever possible.
Policies D3: Parish Architecture
D3a(i) The Plan supports the Listed Building policies
in the Rutland Local Plan.
D3a(ii) Within the central area around Burley Road,
Church Street and Well Street, buildings should
reflect the local construction of stone or brick and the
style of the traditional buildings in this area.

Policies D2: Settlement Pattern and Character
D2a A mixture of sizes, types and scale of housing, including
affordable housing, should be reflected in new development.
D2b(i) Grass verges should be maintained to their original
width (unless their narrowness causes a safety issue). The
varied verge and path widths should be retained and used as
style examples in new developments.
D2b(ii) Where hard edging is necessary, stone sets should be
used, wherever possible, in keeping with the village style.
D2c(i) Ideally the removal of mature trees should only be as a
last resort and then with appropriate replacement planting.
D2c(ii) The Ranksborough Hall Park is an important area for
trees and wildlife and this aspect should be safeguarded,
wherever possible.

Policies D3: Parish Architecture
D3a(i) The Plan supports the Listed Building policies in the
Rutland Local Plan.
D3a(ii) Within the central area around Burley Road,
Church Street and Well Street, buildings should reflect the
local construction of stone or brick and the style of the
traditional buildings in this area.
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D3a(iii) New buildings, renovations and change of use
alterations should reflect the character of their
location in materials, form and be sympathetic in
scale.
D3a(iv) Intended buildings should be appropriately
sized for their plots, allowing for gardens in proportion
and suitable separation from adjacent properties in
order to prevent over-development.
D3a(v) Architectural features in new development
should reflect the character of existing buildings in the
locality.
D3a(vi) Change of use of redundant farm buildings to
commercial use should be encouraged.
D3a(vii) New buildings should be up to two storeys
and of a modest height.
D3a(viii) Features such as decorated porches and
ornate bargeboards should be avoided.
D3b(i) Where possible, houses and
garages/outbuildings should be grouped around
small, enclosed spaces.
D3b(ii) Garages and conservatories should not
dominate the front elevation.
D3B(iii) Features characteristic of the village, such as
walls, grass verges, low banks and mature trees
should be safeguarded, wherever possible and
reflected in new developments.
D3c(i) The many existing fine stone and brick walls
should be safeguarded, and reflected in new
developments.
D3c(ii) Frontages to new development including
gardens should be in keeping with existing
development and should reflect the character of the
area.
D3c(iii) New walls should reflect the materials, type of
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D3a(iii) New buildings, renovations and change of use
alterations should reflect the character of their location in
materials, form and be sympathetic in scale.
D3a(iv) Intended buildings should be appropriately sized for
their plots, allowing for gardens in proportion and suitable
separation from adjacent properties in order to prevent overdevelopment.
D3a(v) Architectural features in new development should reflect
the character of existing buildings in the locality.
D3a(vi) Change of use of redundant farm buildings to
commercial use should be encouraged.
D3a(vii) New buildings should be up to two storeys and of a
modest height.
D3a(viii) Features such as decorated porches and ornate
bargeboards should be avoided.
D3b(i) Where possible, houses and garages/outbuildings
should be grouped around small, enclosed spaces.
D3b(ii) Garages and conservatories should not dominate the
front elevation.
D3B(iii) Features characteristic of the village, such as walls,
grass verges, low banks and mature trees should be
safeguarded, wherever possible and reflected in new
developments.
D3c(i) The many existing fine stone and brick walls should be
safeguarded, and reflected in new developments.
D3c(ii) Frontages to new development including gardens
should be in keeping with existing development and should
reflect the character of the area.
D3c(iii) New walls should reflect the materials, type of
construction and proportions of nearby walls, and the use of
fences should be avoided.
D3c(iv) Any mud buildings or boundary walls should be
retained.
D3d(i) The roofline of groups of new buildings should reflect
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construction and proportions of nearby walls, and the
use of fences should be avoided.
D3c(iv) Any mud buildings or boundary walls should
be retained.
D3d(i) The roofline of groups of new buildings should
reflect that of nearby buildings. Small variations in
height and the inclusion of chimneys should be
encouraged to provide interest.
D3d(ii) Roofs should be constructed of natural
materials or sympathetic replica materials in keeping
with the location.
D3e(i) Windows and doors to visible elevations should
preferably be constructed of wood in proportion to the
building and its neighbouring structures.
D3e(ii) Window styles typical of an area should be
maintained.
D3e(iii) Where replacement windows or doors are
incorporated they should maintain the style and
proportion of the original.
D3f The contribution to the character of Langham by
the gardens surrounding the Manor House, the Old
Hall and The Limes should be safeguarded, wherever
possible, as important features of the village.
D3g The use of traditional materials such as gravel for
driveways should be encouraged, subject to
Highways requirements.
D3h(i) Building materials should be sympathetic to
existing buildings in the locality.
D3h(ii) Extensions and new developments within the
village should use materials that reflect those already in
the vicinity, in colour, tone and texture.
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that of nearby buildings. Small variations in height and the
inclusion of chimneys should be encouraged to provide
interest.
D3d(ii) Roofs should be constructed of natural materials or
sympathetic replica materials in keeping with the location.
D3e(i) Windows and doors to visible elevations should
preferably be constructed of wood in proportion to the building
and its neighbouring structures.
D3e(ii) Window styles typical of an area should be maintained.
D3e(iii) Where replacement windows or doors are incorporated
they should maintain the style and proportion of the original.
D3f The contribution to the character of Langham by the
gardens surrounding the Manor House, the Old Hall and The
Limes should be safeguarded, wherever possible, as important
features of the village.
D3g The use of traditional materials such as gravel for
driveways should be encouraged, subject to Highways
requirements.
D3h(i) Building materials should be sympathetic to existing
buildings in the locality.
D3h(ii) Extensions and new developments within the village
should use materials that reflect those already in the vicinity, in
colour, tone and texture.
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Policies D4: Highways and Traffic
D4a(i) Traffic calming measures should be in
sympathy with the village character, where possible.
D4a(ii) Urbanisation of the village's roads should be
discouraged; examples include proliferation of road
signs, creation of one-way streets and construction of
pavements on narrow lanes.
D4b Wherever possible, street lighting supports
should reflect the village character.
D4c(i) Street furniture should be in keeping with the
look of the village and in sympathy with existing
furniture.
D4c(ii) The litterbins should be of more traditional
construction, for example in metal.
D4c(iii) The absence of major advertising boards
should be maintained and any business signs should
be discreet, of modest size and in keeping with the
village surroundings.
D4c(iv) The finger post should be retained.

Policies D4: Highways and Traffic
D4a(i) Traffic calming measures should be in sympathy with
the village character, where possible.
D4a(ii) Urbanisation of the village's roads should be
discouraged; examples include proliferation of road signs,
creation of one-way streets and construction of pavements on
narrow lanes.
D4b Wherever possible, street lighting supports should reflect
the village character.
D4c(i) Street furniture should be in keeping with the look of the
village and in sympathy with existing furniture.
D4c(ii) The litterbins should be of more traditional construction,
for example in metal.
D4c(iii) The absence of major advertising boards should be
maintained and any business signs should be discreet, of
modest size and in keeping with the village surroundings.
D4c(iv) The finger post should be retained.

Policies D5: Footpaths
D5(i) The position and character of all existing
footpaths should be safeguarded.
D5(ii) Future developments should include pathways
linking them to the rest of the village.
D5(iii) The use of post and rail fencing should be
encouraged as an alternative to close boarded fencing.

Policies D5: Footpaths
D5(i) The position and character of all existing footpaths should
be safeguarded.
D5(ii) Future developments should include pathways linking
them to the rest of the village.
D5(iii) The use of post and rail fencing should be encouraged as
an alternative to close boarded fencing.
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Appendix 2: International Policies and related Sustainability Objectives and SEA Directives.
Appendix 2a Table 2a: International Context (Full details available in RCC’s Local Plan Scoping Report July 2015)
International Objective
EU Directive 2001/42/EC (the SEA Directive)
The Conservation of Habitats and species Regulations 2010 (the Habitats Directive)
European Union (2009) Conservation of Wild Birds (Birds Directive) 2009/147/EC
European Union (2000) Water Framework Directive 2000/6-/EC
The Ramsar Convention on Wetland of International Importance (1971)
Council of Europe (2000) European Landscape Convention (Florence Convention)
Council of Europe (1985) The Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe (Granada Convention)
EU Ambient Air Quality Directive (2008/50/EC) & Directive 2004/107/EC
The Environmental Noise Directive 2002/49/EC
EU Floods Directive (2007/60/EC)
EU Landfill Directive (1999/31/EC)
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
European Employment Strategy
EU Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC
Renewable Energy Directive (2009/28/EC)
UNESCO World Heritage Convention 1972
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Appendix 2b Table 2b: National Context (Full details available in RCC’s Local Plan Scoping Report July 2015)
National Objective
Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
Localism Act 2011
The Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended) 1981
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004
Biodiversity 2020: A Strategy for Engalnd’s Wildlife and Ecosystem Services (DEFRA 2011)
Safeguarding our Soils: A Strategy for England (DEFRA 2009)
The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan: National Strategy for Climate Change
Water Resources Management Plan 2015 (Anglian Water)
Severn Trent Water Resources Management Plan 2014
National Planning Policy Framework (2012) (and associated National Planning Practice Guidance)
National Planning Policy for Waste – (DCLG, October 2014)
Space for People: Targeting Action for Woodland Access (The Woodland Trust, 2010)
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006
Archaeological Areas Act 1979
The National Adaptation Programme – making the country resilient to a changing climate (DEFRA 2013)
Natural Environment White Paper (2011)
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
Noise Policy Statement for England, March 2010
Department of Health (2010) Healthy Lives, Health People, White Paper, Our Strategy for Public Health in England

Heritage at Risk (HAR) Register 2014
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Appendix 2c Table 2c: Local Context
Objective
Core Strategy – July 2011
The key Development Plan Document
(DPD) in Rutland’s Local Development
Framework (LDF) that establishes the
overall vision, objectives and spatial
strategy.
Strategic objectives
To identify broad locations for sustainable
development
• _To develop vibrant and prosperous
market towns
• _To develop diverse and thriving villages
• _To ensure a range and mix of housing
types to meet the needs of all the
community
• _To support healthy and thriving
communities
• _To develop a stronger and safer
community
• _To strengthen and diversify the local
economy
• _To support the rural communities by
encouraging development opportunities
related to the rural economy
• _To develop integrated and sustainable
forms of transport.
• _To develop a strong and vibrant

Key Targets & indicators
The objectives in the Site Allocations and Policies DPD should be
consistent with those in the Core Strategy.
The Core Strategy indicates that the Site Al
address the following matters
• _The location and details of future housing development
• _precise distribution and scale of development
• _boundary modifications to PLDs
• _More detailed criteria relating to development in the villages and
countryside
• _Oakham - identify remaining development (about 100 dwellings) on
other sites within the town
• _More detailed policies on the development and use of the military
bases and prisons for operational purposes
• _Detailed phasing and management of the release of allocated
housing sites
• _The precise details of housing mix (or in masterplanning)
• _Sites solely for affordable housing
• _The exact locations of any (Gypsy and Travellers) sites
• _Detailed criteria relating to the protection of local employment sites
locations DPD should
Where possible to identify sites to accommodate new training facilities
such as the new post-16 college proposed in Rutland.
• _Distribution of employment sites
• _The exact location of the employment sites
• _Further guidance on rural employment and the conversion and reuse of rural buildings for both employment and residential uses
• _Any locally significant impacts on the town centres will be identified
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Related Objectives
and directives

community by developing communication
and transport infrastructure
• _To safeguard and enhance the natural
resources, landscape and countryside,
cultural heritage and the diversity of
wildlife and habitats,
• To protect and enhance the built
environment and open spaces, historic
heritage and local townscape
• _To ensure that design of new
development is of the highest quality
• _To reduce the impact of people and
development on the environment

and defined
• _Specific proposals for the town centre
• _Sites to accommodate these levels of convenience and comparison
floorspace provision
• _More detailed criteria relating to wind turbines and other low carbon
energy generating developments
• _Clear priorities for green infrastructure and the provision of open
space standards
_Further detailed policies for the area and any boundary modifications
to the defined recreation areas and the Rutland Water policy area
• _Targets to ensure a mix of housing types is maintained that meets
the needs of the community by increasing provision of smaller 1, 2, and
3 bedroom dwellings as a proportion of new dwellings built.
• _Targets to ensure an additional 5 ha of employment land provision
up to 2026.
• _Targets for open space, sport and recreation facilities
Local Transport Plan 3 2011 - 2026 (March 2011)
The LTP3 states that the Council will ensure through the LDF that:
LTP3 Sets out Rutland’s transport vision
over 15 years, the transport challenges,
• _the location of development either ties in with access to transport or
provides work opportunities and services within or close to the new
how the Council proposes to address them.
LTP 3 is structured around 7 strategic aims: development.
• _Maintaining high levels
• _new developments are supported by infrastructure that will
employment and a thriving economy
encourage
walking, cycling and the use of public transport
• _Improving access to services
• _Creating a safer community
• _opportunities for sustainable travel will be considered by providing a
• _Protecting the rural environment
comprehensive
network of walking and cycling routes and extending
• _Promoting good health and wellbeing
our
public
rights
of way
• _Increasing our cultural, sport and
recreational offer
• _Creating a brighter future for all
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Minerals Core Strategy and Development Control Polices Development Plan Document (October 2010)
The Local Plan will incorporate all the
The Minerals Core Strategy objectives are:
relevant polices and land uses into one
• _To safeguard Rutland’s mineral resources from unnecessary
sterilisation, in particular resources of limestone within the eastern half of combined plan covering the period up to
2036
the County together with local sources of building stone.
• _To maintain a local supply of essential raw materials (limestone & clay)
for the strategically significant cement plant at Ketton together with a
supply of limestone for aggregates purposes within the north east of the
County in line with national and regional policy guidance.
• _To support the distinctive local identify of Rutland through the supply
of locally sourced building materials and encourage their use within the
County for the purposes for which they are most suitable.
• _To protect and enhance the biological and geological diversity within
Rutland.
• _To protect and enhance the natural historic and built environment and
the landscape of Rutland, including green infrastructure and special
protection for Rutland Water, and ensure that local distinctiveness is
protected.
• _To secure sound work practices
which prevent or reduce as far as possible impacts on Rutland’s
communities arising from the extraction, processing, management or
transportation of minerals
• _To reduce the impact of mineral development on the environment by
sustainable design and construction, encouraging the prudent use of
resources, including the use, where practicable of alternatives to primary
aggregates, and addressing the implications of flood risk and climate
change extraction has ceased, through high standards of restoration and
appropriate after-use.
• _To promote the sustainable transport of minerals and reduce the
adverse effects of road-borne transport
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Site Allocations & Policies DPD (October 2014)
The purpose of the Site Allocations & Policies DPD is to allocate specific
sites for development and to set out more detailed policies for
determining planning applications within the overall strategy provided by
the Core Strategy.
The objectives have been adapted from the Core Strategy:
Spatial Strategy:
• _Objective 1: Site Specific locations for development
• _Objective 2: Vibrant and prosperous market towns
• _Objective 3: Diverse and thriving villages
Creating sustainable communities:
• _Objective 4: Housing for everyone’s needs
• _Objective 5: Healthy and socially inclusive communities
• _Objective 6: A stronger and safer community
Building our economy & infrastructure
• _Objective 7: Strong and diverse economy
• _Objective 8: Rural economy and communities
• _Objective 9: Sustainable transport
• _Objective 10: Transport and infrastructure
Sustaining out environment
• _Objective 11; Natural and cultural environment
Objective 12: Built environment and local townscape
• _Objective 13: High quality design & Local distinctiveness
• _Objective 14: Resources, waste and climate change
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Objective
Developer Contributions SPD (June 2010)
The SPD outlines Rutland County Council’s requirements
for developer contributions in relation to new
development. Contributions covered by the SPD relate
primarily to residential developments.
Off Site Affordable Housing SPD (June 2012)
The SPD provides structure and guidance on the
identification and provision of developer contributions to
off-site affordable housing, either financial or in kind, in
relation to new development. It applies to the whole of
the administrative area of Rutland County Council.
The Core Strategy requires the provision of 35%
affordable housing by new housing development, subject
to viability. Normally, the Council requires this affordable
housing to be provided on the main development site.
Where the development is for 5 dwellings or less, Policy
CS11 allows affordable housing to be provided on the
main development site.
Where the development is for 5 dwellings or less, the
Core Strategy allows affordable housing to be provided at
another suitable location, which may be provided by a
financial contribution. The SPD provides guidance on
how the provision of affordable housing is implemented.
It contains more detail regarding how these financial
sums are calculated and on how the money collected by
the Council can be spent on affordable housing provision.

Key Targets & indicators

Related Objectives
and directives

Policies on developer contributions should have regard to
the Developer Contributions SPD;

Policies on off-site affordable housing provision should
have regard to the Off-site affordable housing SPD.

Sustainability Objective:
4,5
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Wind Turbine Developments SPD
Provides more detailed guidance on the key issues that will need to be
considered when planning for wind turbine development in Rutland. The
guidance primarily relates to medium and large scale wind turbines (50150m+ in height) which form the majority of commercial scale
developments although the guidance will also be applicable to smaller
sized wind turbines (>50m in height)

Policies on Wind Turbines will need to
have regard to the key issues that will
need to be considered when planning for
wind turbine developments in Rutland.

The Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland Historic Landscape Characterisation Project
The local plan will take the Leicestershire,
The Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland Historic Landscape
Leicester and Rutland Historic Landscape
Characterisation (HLC) Project, completed in January 2010, maps and
Characterisation Project into account.
describes the present day landcape of Leicestershire and Rutland and
records significant changes that can be observed through the study of
historic mapping and aerial photography.
Rutland County Council – Vision, Aims, Objectives, Priorities (May 2012)
When developing the Local Plan policies
An update of the council’s vision for Rutland, the document highlights the
following:
should help achieve the Council’s vision,
• _Creating a safer community for all
aims and objectives.
- Anti-social behaviour ;- Community Safety ;- Creating an active and
enriched community ;- Tourism/Market Towns ;- Active Rutland
• _Creating a sustained environment
- Waste ;- Development ;- Landscape and Heritage ;• _Building our
Infrastructure ;- Employment ;- Development ;- Transport
• _Meeting the health & wellbeing needs of the community
- Health ;- Wellbeing
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Objective
A Plan for Rutland 2010-2012
The main aims of A Plan for Rutland are:
Sustaining Our Environment
To promote and adopt measures to combat the effects
of Climate Change through the development of
environmental policies for Rutland
To conserve and enhance the landscape, cultural
heritage, archaeological and built environments and
ensure that local distinctiveness is protected.
To protect and enhance the wildlife and its habitats and
important natural features within Rutland the benefit of
biodiversity and geodiversity.
To reduce and control pollution and the county’s
contribution to harmful carbon emissions.
To develop sustainable waste management practices for
the whole of the waste stream and the impact on the
environment
Building our infrastructure
To maximise the potential growth in tourism whilst
protecting the unique culture, environment and
heritage of Rutland.
To further develop an integrated transport
infrastructure which; whilst safe, convenient and
efficient, encourages additional use of public transport,
walking and cycling.
To maintain and further develop a mixed economy
including a range of industry size and type, offering
opportunity for local employment and access to local
goods and services across the county.
To encourage the introduction of high tech industries
into Rutland to offer wider employment opportunities

Key Targets & indicators
The Plan indicates the following issues will need to
considered:
• _To promote and adopt measures to combat the effects of
Climate Change

• _To conserve and enhance the landscape, cultural
heritage, archaeological and built environments and ensure
that local distinctiveness is protected
• _To protect and enhance the wildlife and its habitats and
important natural features
• _To reduce and control pollution and the county’s
contribution to harmful carbon emissions
To develop sustainable waste management practices
• _To maximize the potential growth in tourism whilst
protecting the unique culture, environment and heritage of
Rutland
• _Need to maximise the potential growth in tourism.
• _To further develop an integrated transport infrastructure
which, whilst safe, convenient and efficient, encourages
additional use of public transport, walking and cycling.
• _To maintain and further develop a mixed economy
including a range of industry size and type,
• _To encourage the introduction of high tech industries into
Rutland
• _To provide for local and affordable housing
• _(Covered by Minerals Core Strategy and Development
Policies DPD.)
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Objective
for the young residents of Rutland.
To acknowledge that the provision of local and
affordable housing is important to both employers and
employees alike and to ensure delivery of more
affordable and sustainable homes.
To recognize that Rutland is mineral rich and that the
industry plays an important part in the local economy.
To achieve a long term balance of the industry’s needs
and those of residents and other businesses.
Caring for All
Housing
To address the growing problem of
homelessness within Rutland
To address the specific housing needs of vulnerable
groups
Cross cutting issues
The impact on Rutland of neighbouring communities
Development of oakham and Uppingham - Ensure that
the master planning process for both Oakham and
Uppingham adequately reflects the future development
and population increases and changes.
Affordable Housing Viability Study (August 2010)
Assesses affordable housing viability, and determines
an economically viable plan-wide affordable housing
target
The Study provided evidence to help determine the
affordable housing

Key Targets & indicators

Related Objectives
and directives

• _To provide for housing to meet needs.
• _To consider the impact of proposals on neighbouring
communities.
-To ensure that the master planning process for both
Oakham and Uppingham adequately reflects the future
development and population increases and changes

Policies on affordable housing should have regard to the
findings of the

Sustainability Objective:
4,5
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets
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Objective
Strategic Market Housing Assessment July 2014
The Peterborough Sub-Regional Housing Area (HMA)
includes authorities of Peterborough, Rutland, South
Holland and South Kesteven. There are also localised
interactions with adjoining areas around the boundaries
of the housing market, including links between Rutland
and Corby. The SHMA considers the future need for
housing in the local authorities of Peterborough, Rutland,
South Holland and South Kesteven over the period to
2036. It considers how many homes are needed; what
types of homes – both market and affordable; as well as
what housing is needed to meet the needs of specific
groups within the population, including older people and
those with disabilities.
The assessment is intended to inform the Council’s work
on developing future planning policies and housing
strategic, and inform discussions regarding the mix of
housing on new development schemes. It does not
however set policies regarding the future levels of
housing provision nor automatically render existing
plans and policies out-of-date.

Key Targets & indicators
The SHMA forms part of the evidence base to inform
policies and choice of sites for allocation.

Related Objectives
and directives
Sustainability Objective:
4,5
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Housing Strategy (2012-2017)
The Housing Strategy sets out the Council’s policies regarding affordable
housing and private sector housing, focusing on delivery and closely linked with
the sustainable Communities Strategy.
Action Points of the Strategy:
1. Target resources to homes that fail the Decent Homes Standard and that are
occupied by vulnerable households (households on specified benefits) (from
Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2009).
2. Assist older and disabled people to live independently in their homes, which
are decent and safe, have access to their gardens and to continue to live in their
neighbourhoods (from Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2009).
3. Undertake and analyse specific survey of people with learning disabilities and
their carers, which will be used to inform strategic housing policy.
4. Improve quality and accessibility of housing information) - proposal and
action plan.
5. To acknowledge the possible increase in homelessness due to more house
repossessions (from Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS)).
6. Complete a review of temporary accommodation available including size, type
and location, including a full options appraisal of all options for temporary
accommodation incorporating mobile homes.
7. Produce annual action plan for empty homes (from Empty Homes
Improvement Plan 2008-11), which will also bring empty
properties back into use for first time buyers or for rental to vulnerable
households (from Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2009).
8. Develop initiatives for working with private owners to encourage them to
provide individual rooms for rent.
9. Implementation of appropriate measures to address fuel poverty and reduce
carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions in the Private
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Action points 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
should be progressed through the
Local Plan process, therefore it is
important that these areas are
considered and implemented
through the Local Plan.

Related Objectives
and directives
Sustainability Objective:
4,5
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Related Objectives
and directives

Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2009 and 5.7(f) of the SCS (the latter includes
social housing).
10. Complete the Local Development Framework to agreed timescales.
11. To consider the provision of static caravan and mobile housing units to
accommodate key workers (from SCS).
12. To identify environmentally sustainable sites and funding to provide
sufficient affordable housing to buy or rent within a realistic longer term plan
for Rutland (from SCS).
13. To agree upon on acceptable,
realistic definition of “Affordable Housing” in the Rutland Context (from SCS).
14. To provide affordable social housing for families and single people and to
strengthen the delivery through the planning process (from SCS).
15. Provide at least 40 affordable dwellings per annum
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment Update 2011
This third review provides an up to date position on the status of the
sites and covers the period up to 31st March 2011 including new housing
sites put forward as part of the Local Plan process.
The objective of the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) is to identify sites with potential for housing development and
assess if and when they will be deliverable.
Directions of Growth Appraisal (July 2010)
The appraisal provided evidence to inform the selection of proposed
development options in the Core Strategy DPD
The appraisal assesses growth options around Oakham and Uppingham
and informed the selection of proposed development options in the Core
Strategy DPD

Sites identified in the Call for Sites were
assessed for inclusion as allocated sites in
the Plan

Sustainability Objective:
4,5
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets

The assessment of potential development
sites around Oakham and Uppingham
should have regard to the findings of the
study.
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Sustainability Objective:
1-15
SEA Directive: Population,
health, material assets,
cultural heritage,
population, biodiversity,
landscape
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (July 2011)
To work with communities, EA & other
This SFRA reviews past flood events and future flood risk to develop an
stakeholders to put in place up-to-date
understanding of flood risk across Rutland.
local plans consistent
The SFRA is a high level screening exercise to identify flood risk areas and
to provide a basis for a flood risk management strategy. The SFRA identifies with NPPF, including policies on tackling
climate-related impacts such as flooding
areas at significant risk of flooding from surface water, ground water and
ordinary watercourses. Flooding from main rivers or reservoirs is not
considered.
Review of Open Space, Sport & Recreation Facilities and Green Infrastructure (July 2009)
The findings of the study should be taken
The review provides a detailed assessment and audit of open space, port
into consideration when setting open
and recreation facilities in Rutland. In addition further consideration was
space standards.
given to the green infrastructure network.
The review assesses the quantity, quality, accessibility, and adaptability of
provision as well as considering the local needs of the population and the
potential demands that may be placed on provision as the population
grows.
Water Cycle Outline Study (January 2011)
The Local Plan should have regards to
To ensure that:
the findings of the study with regard to
• _water services infrastructure is provided in a timely manner to support
the availability and provision of water
the housing, employment and related services to support the growth
infrastructure.
planned for the region to 2026;
The study includes recommended policies
• _there is a strategic programme for delivery of key infrastructure;
on development phasing, wastewater
• _there is a strategic approach to the management and usage of water;
• _that development is only permitted where environmental capacity exists; treatment, water resources and supply
and flood risk and drainage.
• _that impacts on the study area from all relevant catchments
(including groundwater) and their growth are assessed in order to provide
a holistic picture of water management in South Holland, South Kesteven
and Rutland; and
• _that development is located away from areas at highest flood risk.
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Related Objectives
and directives
Sustainability Objective:
12,14,15
SEA Directive:
Landscape, Climate
Factors, Water

Sustainability Objective:
5,6,8 ,9,10,12,14
SEA Directive: Landscape,
health, soil, water,
biodiversity, material
assets
Sustainability Objectives
6.9.12.13.15
SEA Directives:
biodiversity, material
assets, climate factors,
water
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Objective

Key Targets & indicators

Rutland County Council Conversion and Re-use of Appropriate Existing Buildings in the Countryside
Polices on the re-use of appropriate
The Study of the conversion and re-use of appropriate existing buildings in
existing buildings in the countryside
the countryside will form part of the evidence base for the Core Strategy
should have regard to this policy
DPD
The objective of the study is to:
• _analyse past trends in relation to conversion and re-use to identify gaps
within existing policies
• _Identify locations where new development is likely to come forward
• _Assess their deliverability and sustainability through identifying the
types of buildings and locations that will contribute to the area
• _Develop an approach to provide sufficient criteria based policy to give
clearer guidance when assessing individual planning applications on their
own merits
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Related Objectives
and directives
Sustainability Objective:
1,2,3, 5, 6,10,11
SEA Directive: population,
material assets
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Appendix 3: Historic Buildings in Langham Parish
Appendix 3a. Listed Buildings and Structures (with Historic & Natural England
Reference Number)
Grade I - Church of St. Peter and St. Paul
MLE5445
Grade II* - Old Hall - Church Street
MLE17456
Grade II
1. Baptist Chapel, Church Street
MLE16310
2. Bridge Street, No.11
MLE18696
3. Bridge Street, No.13
MLE18696
4. Brookside Cottage - Burley Road
MLE18705
5. Barn Hubbards Lodge Stud Farm
MLE10647
6. Church Street, No.46
MLE18702
7. Church Street, No.45 (Gatehouse to Old Hall)
MLE17457
8. Church Street, No. 53 (Gatehouse to Old Hall)
MLE17457
9. Church Street, No. 31
MLE18699
10. Church Street, No. 35
MLE18700
11. Church Street, No. 41
MLE18701
12. Church Street, No.22
MLE18697
13. Church Street, No.24
MLE18697
14. Cotton Cottage - Church Street
MLE17328
15. Gate piers and flanking walls, Manor Farmhouse, Church St. MLE18706
16. Grange Cottage - Burley Road
MLE18707
17. Inner walls and gate piers to Old Hall - Church Street
MLE18708
18. Ivey House - No.16 Bridge Street
MLE18709
19. Langham Cottage - Burley Road
MLE18711
20. Langham House - Church Street
MLE18712
21. Langham Lodge - Burley Road
MLE18713
22. Manor Barn, Manor Lane
MLE18704
23. Manor House - Church Street
MLE18714
24. Old Vicarage - Church Street
MLE18715
25. Rutland Vintners - Burley Road
MLE18716
26. School Cottage - Burley Road
MLE18717
27. Old Hall Cottage – Burley Road
MLE18717
28. Stables at Old Hall - Church Street
MLE17458
29. Stables at Yew Tree House – Burley Road
MLE18718
30. Summer house in the gardens of Old Hall - Church Street MLE18719
31. The Grange - Burley Road
MLE18720
32. The Limes - Burley Road
MLE18721
33. The Wheatsheaf - Burley Road
MLE18722
34. Village Stone Cross, The Churchyard, Church Street (Listed by Historic
England as ‘Base and Broken Shaft of Village Cross’)
MLE20481
35. Wall, gate piers and gates to Old Hall grounds, Church Street MLE18723
36. Well Street, No.34
MLE17335
37. Well Street, No.50
MLE18703
38. Well Street, No.22
MLE18698
39. Well Street, No.24
MLE18698
40. Yew Tree House - Burley Road
MLE18724
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Appendix 3b: Location of Historic Buildings in Langham
Figure 3b.1:Map of ‘Historic Buildings Built before AD 1700’ by Historic and Natural England February 2016
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Figure 3b.2: Map of ‘Historic Building Built AD 1700 and later’ by Historic and Natural England February 2016

A full record of Historic Buildings, Structures and Finds Langham (from Historic and Natural England February 2016) is in SD6
Support Pages SP6
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Appendix 4: Archaeological finds in Langham from Historic England data
Figure 4a.1: Map and location of Pre-historic and Roman archaeological finds - from Historic and Natural England Feb 4th 2016
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Figure 4a.2: Map and location of Anglo-Saxon to modern archaeological finds - from Historic and Natural England February 2016
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Appendix 4b. Archaeological finds as recorded by Langham Village history Group
Fig
ure
3b.
1
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p
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Table 4b.1: Archaeological finds as recorded by Langham Village history Group
1. Neolithic Barrow
2. Flint Arrowheads
Bronze Age
3. Bronze Age Ditch
4. Bronze Age Axe
5. Bronze Age Pottery
Iron Age
6. 3 different enclosures
Roman
7. Statue of Jupiter
Anglo Saxon
8. Pottery
Medieval
9. Dye Works
10. Edward III Penny
11. Chapel Cross
12. Medieval Chapel
13. Burials
14. Coins and Tiles
15. Midden
16. Water Mill
17. Wind Mill
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Appendix 5a: Views within Langham Village

Figure 5a.1: Bridge on Bridge Street

Figure 5a.2: Bridge on Church Street

Figure 5a.3: Paddocks on Manor Lane: the view south towards the parish church

Figure 5a.4: View along Well Street
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Appendix 5b: Map of Langham showing key views [Langham Village
History Group]
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Appendix 6: Langham Demographics (from 2011 Census and Rutland
Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) March 2015.)

Appendix 6a: POPULATION & HOUSING FACTS FROM 2011 CENSUS

Source: ukcensusdata.com
Household Composition – people (QS112EW):
Total population
1 person households over
65
1 person households
other
1 family household over
65
Married couples no kids
Married couples with kids
Co-habiting with kids

1371
78

%
5.7%

85

6.2%

218

16%

206
114
61

15%
8%
4%

Household Type (QS116EW)
Total Households
1 person household
Married couple with dependent
kids
Married couple no dependent
kids
Civil partnership no kids
Co-habiting couples with
dependent kids
Co-habiting couple with no kids
Lone Parent no dependent kids
Lone Parent with dependent
kids
Multi person household

610
163
93

%
27%
15%

234

38% *

1
19

*
3%

45
27
22

7% *
4% *
3.6%

6

1%

* = % households with no kids
49%

Household Lifestage (QS111EW) classified by Household Reference
Person:
Total Households

610

Under 35
35 - 54
54 – 64
Over 65

49
206
122
233

%

1 person
house
15
42
28
78

103

2 + no kids

2 + kids

17
48
85
155

17
116
9
0
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Living Arrangements (KS104EW):
Total people
Married or civil partnership
Cohabiting
Single (never married)
Married but not living in a
couple
Separated
Divorced
Widowed

1130
658
132
163
12

%
58%
11%
14%
1%

14
69
82

1%
6%
7%

Families & Dependent Children (QS118EW):
Total dependent kids (under 18)
% Of total population
Kids 0 - 4
Kids 5 – 11
Kids 12 - 18
Family/household without dependent kids

271
19.7%
53
55
34
304 out of 610 = 49.8%

Household Size (QS406EW):
Total Households
1 person in
household
2 people in
household
3 people in
household
4 people in
household

610
163

27%

281

46%

68

11%

65

10%

5 people in
household
6 people in
household
7 people in
household
8 or more in
household

21

3.4%

8

1.3%

3

0.6%

1

Number of Rooms & Number of Bedrooms in Total number of Houses
(total 610) (QS407EW and QS411EW)
No of Rooms per house
1 room
2 rooms
3 rooms
4 rooms
5 rooms
6 rooms
7 rooms
8 rooms
9 or more
rooms

2
7
30
69
117
134
75
65
111

% Of housing
stock

5%
11%
19%
22%
12%
11%
18%

104

No of bedrooms per
house
25
179
217
127
61 (=5 or more)

% Of housing
stock
4%
29%
35%
21%
10%
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Households by Tenure (KS402EW):
Total Households
Owned outright
Owned with mortgage or loan
Shared Ownership
Rented from Council
Social Rented other)
Private Rented (landlord or agency)
Private rented (other)
Living rent free

610
294
183
12
12
18
78
6
7

100%
48%
30%
2%
2%
3%
13%
1%
1%

Dwellings, Household Spaces & Accommodation Type (KS401EW)
Total dwellings
unshared dwellings
Households with at least 1 usual resident
Households with no usual resident
Whole House or Bungalow detached
Whole House or bungalow semi-detached
Whole house or bungalow terraced
Purpose built flats, maisonette or apartment
Part of converted or shared house flat, maisonette, apartment
Flat, maisonette or apartment in commercial building
Mobile Home, caravan or temporary structure

673
673
610
63
331
130
118
8
4
2
80

Persons per Bedroom (QS414EW):
No. of persons per bedroom in
households total
Up to 0.5 per bedroom
0.5 to 1.0 per bedroom
1 to 1.5 per bedroom
Over 1.5 per bedroom

1371

100%

307
772
187
105

22%
56%
13.6%
7.6%

105

100%
100%
90.6%
9.3%
49%
19%
17%
1%
0.5%
0.2%
12%
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Appendix 6b: DEMOGRAPHIC REPORT

30 May 2015

Background
Langham’s population increased from 1044 to 1371 between 2001 (Ref: 1) and 2011
(Ref: 2). This increase was due in large measure to the development of Ruddle Way and
Ranskborough Hall parks. The population of Langham Parish in 2015 is estimated to be
approximately 1400. This reflects the known small increase in homes built in the village
and on Ranksborough Park since the 2011 Census. The 2011 Census gives the latest
detailed statistics upon which the analysis of Langham’s demographics is based. This is
considered valid because of the small change and movement in population over the last
4 years.

Analysis of Population Structure
In 2011, 43% of Langham’s population was over 55 (see Insert 1) an increase of 6%
since 2001. Over the same period the percentage of people between 30 and 59 dropped
by 6% (44% to 38%) (Ref: 3). The percentage of dependent children (18 years old and
under) remained relatively constant at around 20%. Of the 267 dependent children in
Langham in 2011, 143 were aged 0 -9 years and 85 aged 10 -14. The percentage of
dependent children is similar to that in other Rutland villages (Ref: 4) indicating this is a
regular proportion of total population in Rutland villages.
The significance of the over 55s in Langham is supported by other 2011 data and
population projections up until 2037. In 2011:
•
•
•
•
•
•

58% of lead householders were over 55 (Ref: 5),
49% of households had no dependent children (Appendix A).
48% of homes were owned outright (Ref: 6).
73% (444 of the 610) of houses in Langham were lived in by just 1 or 2 people
(see Fig.2) just under a quarter (104) of these houses are over 55s homes on
Ranksborough Hall parks.
Half of the people living in one-person households are over 65 (78 people – see
Appendix A) and a further 218 people (Appendix A) live in households where
all members are over 65.
In 2012, 24% of Langham’s population was over 65 compared with 22% in
Rutland (Ref: 7)
(See Insert 2)

Population Projections
Population projections to 2037 (Ref: 8) indicate a 10.3% increase in Rutland’s
population which includes a reduction in the number of dependent children and
working age people but a 49.3% increase in 65 -84 year olds and in small increase in the
over 84s. (Appendix B)

References:
1. UK Census 2001
2. UK Census 2011
3. UK Census 2001 & 2011
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4. UK Census 2011, www.ukcensusdata.com – Age Structure KS102EW for Langham,
Whissendine, Cottesmore and other Rutland villages.
5. UK Census 2011, www.ukcensusdata.com – Langham Household Lifestage QS111EW
6. UK Census 2011, www.ukcensusdata.com – Langham Household by Tenure
KS402EW
7. Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) March 2015
8. Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) March 2015 Table 20 Rutland
Population Projections 2012 – 2013

Household Composition People: 2011 UKcensusdata.com QS112EW
Scope: All usual residents in households
This table provides information that classifies usual residents in households by the
relationships between the household members (household composition), for England
and Wales as at census day, 27 March 2011.
All categories: Household composition

1371

One person household: Total
One person household: Aged 65 and over
One person household: Other
One family only: Total
One family only: All aged 65 and over
One family only: Married couple: Total
One family only: Married couple: No children
One family only: Married couple: One dependent child
One family only: Married couple: Two or more dependent children
One family only: Married couple: All children non-dependent
One family only: Same-sex civil partnership couple: Total
One family only: Same-sex civil partnership couple: No children
One family only: Same-sex civil partnership couple: One dependent child
One family only: Same-sex civil partnership couple: Two or more dependent
children
One family only: Same-sex civil partnership couple: All children non-dependent
One family only: Cohabiting couple: Total
One family only: Cohabiting couple: No children
One family only: Cohabiting couple: One dependent child
One family only: Cohabiting couple: Two or more dependent children
One family only: Cohabiting couple: All children non-dependent
One family only: Lone parent: Total
One family only: Lone parent: One dependent child
One family only: Lone parent: Two or more dependent children
One family only: Lone parent: All children non-dependent
Other household types: Total
Other household types: With one dependent child
Other household types: With two or more dependent children
Other household types: All full-time students
Other household types: All aged 65 and over
Other household types: Other
Source: UKcensusdata.com – Langham QS112EW
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163
78
85
1135
218
666
206
85
290
85
2
2
0
0
0
134
70
25
36
3
115
28
45
42
73
12
30
0
4
27
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Rutland Population Projections (Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs
Assessment (PNA) March 2015.
Table 20:
Rutland population projections, in 1,000s - 2012 to 2037
Long-term conditions
2012 2013 2014 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2037
0-24
10.4 10.2 10.0 9.8 9.7 10.1 10.3 10.1 10.0
25-64 18.3 18.2 18.2 18.1 17.9 17.7 16.9 16.7 16.4
65-84 7.1 7.4 7.7 7.8 8.6 9.3 10.1 10.4 10.6
85+
1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.6 2.1 2.7 3.4 3.6
All Ages 36.9 36.9 37.1 37.0 37.8 39.2 40.0 40.6 40.6
The unprecedented increase in the older population will lead to increases in the number
of people living with long-term conditions. The Projecting Older People Population
Information System (POPPI) provides estimates and projections of the number of
people that are likely to be affected by long term ions both now and in the future in
Rutland. 18 shows the number of people in Rutland predicted to be living with various
long-term conditions.
Table 21:
Projections of older people, age 65 years and over, with long term conditions, 20152030 from POPPI
2012 2013 2014 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2037
0-24
10.4 10.2 10.0 9.8 9.7 10.1 10.3 10.1 10.0
25-64 18.3 18.2 18.2 18.1 17.9 17.7 16.9 16.7 16.4
65-84 7.1 7.4 7.7 7.8 8.6 9.3 10.1 10.4 10.6
85+
1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.6 2.1 2.7 3.4 3.6
All Ages 36.9 36.9 37.1 37.0 37.8 39.2 40.0 40.6 40.6
Source: Rutland Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) March 2015. Tables 20 & 21
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Fig.6b.1 Langham Population Age Structure (*number of people)
Source 2011 Census data Ref: KS103EW
Note: Total Population 1,371
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*145

15%
10%
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20%

11%
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20 - 34 yrs
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Fig.6b.2 Langham Household Size (*number of homes)
Source 2011 Census data Ref: QS406EW
Note: Total Number of Homes 610
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Appendix 6c: Housing Stock Report
Background
This report provides an analysis of the current housing stock based on the 2011 Census
data, current market house prices and rental costs, the conclusions of the Peterborough
Sub-Regional Strategic Housing Market Assessment July 2014 and village opinion as
expressed in the Parish Survey.

Analysis of Current Housing Stock based on 2011 UK Census
The 2011 Census data is considered to remain valid in 2015 because only a small
number of properties have been built since then.
a. Types of Homes: The total number of properties in Langham in 2012 is recorded
as 655, which includes 23 house completions since 2006 (Ref: 1). 2011 UK
Census records a total of 673 dwellings in Langham, 610 with at least 1 usual
resident. In 2011, 50% of homes are detached houses or bungalows (Fig 1 – see
Insert 1), this compares to 40% across the Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic
Housing Market (Ref: 2) (SHMA). 36% of homes are semi detached or terraced
homes, and 12% mobile homes. Apartments, flats & maisonettes made up a very
small proportion of dwellings.
b. Tenure of Homes: Further analysis of the 2011 Census statistics reveals 78% of
homes in Langham are owned outright or owned with a mortgage. 20% of
homes are rented (approximately 4% (30 homes) are social rented housing) and
less than 2% (12 homes) are shared ownership properties (Fig 2 – see Insert 2
(Ref: 3)). The percentage of rented homes is similar to other Rutland villages
(Ref: 4).
c.

Size of Homes: Langham has an above average number of larger homes, 67% of
homes have 3 bedrooms or more (Fig 3 – see Insert 3) whereas across the
Peterborough Sub Region (Ref: 5) 2-3 bedroom houses make up 69% of the
housing stock. 31% of the housing stock has 4 bedrooms or more.
The Neighbourhood Plan’s Demographic Report showed that 73% of Langham
homes have only 1 or 2 residents, an above average number of over 55s
households and households without dependent children. This indicates many
larger family homes are lived in by older residents who we can anticipate
wishing to downsize, whilst remaining in the village, during the next 10 – 20
years. This would release some larger homes for upsizing younger families.
It is noted that there were 80 two bedroom Ranksborough Hall mobile homes
for the over 50s in 2011 (12% of the housing stock) (see Fig 1). This number is
now 104 and there are plans to redevelop a further 10 over the next 5 years.
These homes offer an alternative lifestyle and are unlikely to offer a downsizing
option that the majority of Langham’s older residents would choose.
Langham’s Neighbourhood Plan Parish Survey also identified the demand/ need
for more retirement and sheltered housing (bungalows, 2 storey houses and
apartments) in the village for those who, on reaching retirement age, would like
to downsize but stay in the village. This is supported by the SHMA July 2014,
which identifies a case to support downsizing among older households in
Rutland.
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House Prices and Rental Costs:
The latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) House states that prices in
Rutland are notably higher than the national average. Non attributable advice from 3
local Estate and Letting Agents reveals that the selling prices and rental cost of homes in
Langham are, on a like for like basis, similar to those in Oakham. Appendix A gives
examples of the current cost of rental, bought and shared ownership houses in
Langham. The SHMA shows house prices are growing more strongly in Rutland and
consequently ‘affordability pressures are more acute’.
Langham’s Neighbourhood Plan Parish Survey identified a demand/need for smaller,
cheaper, starter homes to facilitate younger families wishing to settle in the village. This
case is supported by the SHMA July 2014, which identifies a case to provide smaller and
cheaper homes for younger households.
Analysis has not shown a need for a higher proportion of rental homes in Langham.
However, the above average cost of houses in the area and mortgage access restrictions
suggest there is a need to maintain a similar proportion of rental homes alongside the
provision of affordable, assisted purchase starter homes for first time buyers and
younger families who wish to live in the village.

Survey Results - Parishioner’s Views on Housing:
Langham residents expressed their views about the current housing stock and future
need through the Neighbourhood Plan Parish Survey (Ref: 6).
The majority wish to maintain the fundamental size and character of Langham, with
68% of residents wanting fewer than 2 new houses built per year and growth to be in
keeping with the fundamental character of the village. The most commonly held
opinions on the type and style of housing required are summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need for a few houses and bungalows to facilitate older residents
downsizing in the village.
There is a need for a few more starter & affordable/shared ownership homes to
enable younger people to settle in the village
Need more eco - housing
There are too many 3 storey houses, being out of keeping with the village
There are enough park homes and holiday homes

House Styles:
The core of the village, running along the Brook (Church Street, Well Street and Burley
Road) defines the essential nature of the village with many old Grade 2 listed houses.
Limestone is the predominant building material with a mixture of Collyweston, thatch
and blue slate roofs. More recently the principal building materials are ironstone and
red or bluff brick. There are numerous newer houses and bungalows of all sizes and
types. There are a number of larger clusters (15-48) of houses of matching design south
of Burley Road including some 3-storey properties. There are a number of in-fills of
groups and individual homes throughout the village between older houses, most of
which are of higher quality architectural design.
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The Housing and Renewal Group has given consideration to the style of houses and
housing development which would best maintain and enhance the character of village.
It considers Rutland County Council’s Core Strategy (Ref: 7) policies, in particular CS10
and CS19 (below) are commensurate with the vision Langham’s has for any future
additional housing:
•
•

CS10 which dictates a density of no more than 30 houses per hectare on
developments of 10 houses or more or on sites of 0.3 hectares or more in
villages and
CS19 promoting Good Design as follows:
‘All new developments will be expected to contribute positively to local
distinctiveness and sense of place, being appropriate and sympathetic to
its setting in terms of scale, height, density, layout, appearance,
materials, and its relationship to adjoining buildings and landscape
features, and shall not cause unacceptable effects by reason of visual
intrusion overlooking, shading, noise, light pollution or other adverse
impact on local character and amenities.
All new developments will be expected to meet high standards of design
that are sympathetic and make a positive contribution towards the
unique character of Rutland’s town, villages and countryside.’

Examples of architectural styles and homes to illustrate preferences for future housing
design and layout. (See Inserts 4, 5, 6 & 7)

References:
1. Rutland County Council Town & Village Appraisals Update 2013
2. Peterborough Sub-Regional Housing Market Assessment July 2014
3. UK Census 2011, source – www.UKcensusdata.com – Langham Households by
Tenure KS402EW
4. UK Census 2011, source – www.UKcensusdata.com Ketton, Greetham,
Whissendine Tenure KS402EW
5. Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic Housing Market Assessment July 2014
6. Langham Neighbourhood Plan Parish Survey
7. Rutland Core Strategy Development Plan Document adopted July 2011
Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Figure 3:

Dwellings, Household Spaces & Accommodation Type
House Tenure
Size of Homes based on Number of Bedrooms

Appendix A:

House Prices and Rental Costs in Langham 2014
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House Prices and Rental Costs in Langham 2015
Source: Local newspapers and Estate Agents windows, plus nonattributable advice from 3 local selling and letting agents.
Current houses for sale
2-3 bedroom:

4 bedroom:

2 bedroom cottage (Burley Road) £129,950
3 bedroom terrace (Bridge Street) £142,500
2 bedroom terrace (Burley Road) £149,950
3 bedroom bungalow (Manor Lane) £200,000
3 bedroom semi cottage (Church Street) £230,000
2 bedroom renovation (Old Stables) £289,950
2/3 bedrooms new build (Oakham Road) £360,000
3 bedrooms detached period (Church Street) £450,000
detached (Ruddle Way) £349,950
Detached (Melton Road) £389,950

Ranksborough Park Homes:

1 bedroom £99,950
2 bedroom £90,000 & £179,950 (resale)
2 bedroom £125,00 to £230,000 (new)
3 bedroom £159,950

Houses to rent
Upp Property guide prices:

2 bedroom house £550-£600 per month
3 bedroom house £600-£750 per month
4 bedroom house £800-£1500 per month
Retirement bungalows would be high end of above prices

Shared ownership
Spire Homes (part of Longhurst Group) are advertising 45% shared ownership of 3
bedrooms at Barleythorpe for £76,500 (‘coming soon’), and 55% shared ownership 2
bedroom terrace in Uppingham for £85,250.
01.05.2015

Fig. 6c.1 Langham Dwellings, Household Spaces & Accommodation Type
Source 2011 Census data Ref: KS401EW
Total dwellings

673

100%

Whole House or Bungalow detached
Whole House or bungalow semi-detached
Whole house or bungalow terraced
Purpose built flats, maisonette or apartment
Part of converted or shared house flat, maisonette,
apartment
Flat, maisonette or apartment in commercial building
Mobile Home, caravan or temporary structure

331
130
118
8
4

49%
19%
17%
1%
0.5%

2
80

0.2%
12%
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Fig.6c. 2 Langham – House Tenure
Source 2011 Census data Ref: KS402EW
Note: Total number of homes 610

% House Tenure and Number of Homes
60%
50%
40%

294

30%
183

20%
10%
0%

12
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48%

30%

2%

20%

Owned Outright

Owned Mortgaged

Shared Ownership

Rented

Fig.6c.3 Langham Size of Homes based on Number of Bedrooms
Source 2011 Census data Ref: QS411EW
Note: Total Number of Homes 610

40%
35%
217

30%
179

25%

5%
0%

61 homes

10%

127

15%

25 homes

20%

4%

29%

36%

21%

10%

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

4 Bedroom

5 Bedroom
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Appendix 7a: Parish Interest Groups
Users of village hall (some possibly not open to Langham residents)
• Rutland Beekeepers
•

Peterborough 5x5

•

Zumba

•

Yoga

•

Quilters

•

Pilates

•

Indoor Bowls

•

Craft Club

•

WI

•

Dog Training Club

•

Parish Church

•

Parish Council

•

Tea Club

•

Gardeners’ Association

•

History Group

•

Community cafe

•

Play group

•

Scottish dancing

•

Over 55 club

•

Whist drives

•

Support for annual Street Market

•

Others

•

Cricket club

•

Outdoor bowls club

•

Polo

•

Football

•

Allotments

•

Bell ringers

•

Fishing
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Appendix 7b: Parish Businesses 25 August 2015
•

AKM Engineering -- Unit 6 Mickley Lodge

•

Andrew Gabert – furniture restorer, Mickley Lodge

•

BBS storage-- Unit 5 Mickley Lodge

•

DPS—joiner, Mickley Lodge

•

Hemsley -- Management Company, Mickley Lodge

•

John Cox—plumbing and heating - Unit 3Mickley Lodge

•

Jonathan Ray—antique restorer, Mickley Lodge

•

M & A Calf Systems – Unit 1, Mickley Lodge

•

Paint it and Plant it—gardening and house maintenance, Mickley Lodge

•

Rutland Campers – Unit 7, MIckley Lodge

•

Stratox – The Offices, Mickley Lodge

•

Ashwell Garden Centre-- plants and gardening, Ashwell Road

•

Rutland Village:

•

Rutland Garden Centre

•

Rutland Garden Classics

•

Avendita Direct

•

The Potting Shed Café

•

Rutland Sheds & Leisure Buildings

•

Hand Car Wash

•

Cotton Traders

•

Pets’ Corner

•

Get Lost in Rutland

•

Rutland Flowers & Lifestyle

•

Rutland Sewing

•

Ainscough Alarms –security installer, Manor Lane

•

Beauty Therapy—there are at least 2 qualified practitioners in the Parish.

•

Bicycle Repairs—Bridge Street.

•

Caroles Hair salon—unisex salon, Well Street

•

Hosmer Roy, -- TV repairs, Well Street SD9 Community & Economy

•

Hubbards Lodge – polo pony stud, Burley Road
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•

Jane Tovey—card designs and paper ware, Harewood Close

•

Langham Engineering—small precision engineering, Oakham Road

•

Mary Barreau—curtains and soft furnishings, Harewood Close

•

Nick Houghton Units Ranksborough-- strimming and hedgecutting.

•

Noel Arms-Public House/variable facililities & accommodation, Bridge St.

•

Peter Nourish-market gardening, Manor Lane

•

Peter Burdett, --fencing.

•

PJ Plumbing—plumbing and heating The Range

•

Post Office— half day/week Village Hall

•

Physiotherapist private practitioner, Church Street

•

Ranksborough Hall—Park Homes sales and property management,
Ranksborough

•

Rutland Cleaning Company, household precision cleaning, Church Street

•

TMC Plumbing Services, Well Street

•

Wheatsheaf Pub

•

Zetland – fresh fruit and veg, plants sales. Part-time, 3days week, on
Burley Road
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